
MEMOIRS - Leo Szilard 

This is the first of four or five articles written for a 

national magazine. Start a new page. 

I was living in Berlin where I was on the staff of the Uni-

versity at the time when Hitler got into office early in 1933. 

There was no immediate change but, rather, business went on as usual. 

While the Nazis were quietly reorganizing the government and get-

ting ready for what was to come. I knew very well that this quiet 

will not last forever and my suitcases were packed - correction -

and I packed my luggage, and I started to pack my belongings the day 

when Hitler became Chancellor. There were two suitcases packed in 

my room and I was ready to leave whenever things began to pop. In 

the meantime, I was marking time - correction - I did not give any 

classes during the term and I was merely marking time . It was dur-

ing this period that I was touched by the first shadow cast by the 

Atomic Age. This first fleeting contact with the Atomic Age came 

about as the result of two accidental meetings. One of these was a 

meeting with a person and the other was the meeting with a book. 

The book was The World Set Free written by H. G. Wells in 1913 one 

year before the first World War. When this book first perdict the 

discovery of artificial radio a ctivity and puts it into the year of 

1933, the year in which it actually happened. Wells ' describes how 

this discovery is followed by the release of atomic energy on an 

industrial scale, the development of atomic bombs and the World War 

which is fought with such bombs. London, Paris, Chicago and many 

other cities are destroyed in this War, which Wells puts into the 

year of 1956. In Wells' imagination , th e first WorlW War, the second 

World War and the third World War was telescoped in one. Wells saw 



clearly, in 1913, how the world was headed for a war but he did not 

foresee that that war would come so soon. 

New Paragraph. 

At the time when I read this book, my interest in physics 

covered a broad field but I had no interest in 

nuclear physics. No one at the time saw any avenue through which 

atomic energy could be released on an industrial scale and neither 

did I. For me the book was a piece of fiction but a fiction which 

I found difficult to forget. The other encounter was with Otto r< .;t !t ..1t; 
Muntel. He was a Viennese of birth and when I met him a few years 

earlier, he wa a wealthy timber merchant in London. His claim to 

fame, if he will be remembered at all, he will be remembered as the 

man who discovered H. G. Wells. At a time when H. G. Wells was vir-

tually unknown, he caught Otto M~l's fancy and M~azal set him to 

the task to publish h is books in German. Whether he ever read ~ 

World Set Free, I do not know. When I met Munzel in the first few 

months of 1933, the world was under the cloud of the Nazi menace. 

Munzel and I talked about the possibility that the rise of the Na-

tiona! Social! t Party in Germany might lead to another World War. 

There must have been many people at the time in Germany who were 

aware of this possibility and to this extent there was nothing un-

\ 

usual about our discussion, but at one point, Otto Munzel went off (dash) 

- at least so it seemed to me that he , quote, "I have 

been thinking about this matter for some time now," (end of quote) 

he told me, "and I came to the conclusion that if mankind is to save 

itself from a succession of wars which will be more and more des-

tructive, it will have to embark on an enterprise which is capable 

of capturing man's imagination and permitting an outlet for man's 
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eravin for heroic deeds. I know now," Munzel continued, "what this 

enterprise may be. The time ia not far now when man may make an 

effort to leave the earth. It ought to be possible to build rockets 

powerful enough to overcome the gravitational fteld of the earth and 

to enable man to travel in space. There is nothing in history to 

show that man is capable of enduring a long period of idyllic life. 

To make a sacrifice, to risk his life, may well be an essential in-

gredient of human life. If there is no major - correction - unl ss 

mankind embarks on an effort on which those who want to make a sacri-

fice, those who want to risk their lives, can concentrate~ mankind 

may well destroy itself in a succession of wars.'' 

New Paragraph. 

"This thought is new to me," I said to Munzel, "a d I'm not 

certain whether I can accept your thesis but I'm going to give it 

some thought and this much I can say right now. If the time ha come 

for man to leave the earth and, if it's true that this is what he 

must do in order to be able to live in peace, then all the physicists 
ought 

who agree with this thought jff to turn their attention to nuclear 

physics. To leave the earth will take energy. Perhaps it might be 

possible to escape the gravitational field of the earth by using 

conventional fuels but it will hardly be possible to escape from the 

solar system unless we find a source of energy which is superior. 

--but it will be hardly possible to leave the solar system - correction 

- but it will be hardly possible to escape the gravitation of the solar 

system by burning conventional fuels; for this one would need the 

energy locked up in the nucleus. Nuclear physics has not been my 

field in the past," I said to Otto Munzel, "but perhaps if you really 

- if you convince me that we must make efforts to leave the earth in 
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orde~ to find salv tio~, I shall change my field now and move into 

nuclear ph sd.cs. u 

NflW Paragraph. 

This conver ation took pla c e only slightly mo-e than 25 years 

prior to the first Russian rocket which circled the moon. 'l'his just 

goes to show that when human imagination takes a flight and thinks \ 
th t he should penetrate the future as far as thought can reach -

correction - this juat goes to show that when your imagination takes 

a flight and then you th!nk that you have peered into the future as 

far as thought can reach and that you've got a glimp~e of wha· the 

future may bring many generations hence, you might best have pre-

I 
I 

dieted what will actually happen one generation -head or at most, 

two. Otto Munzel anticipated the future by one generation; B. G. 

We l ls anticipated it by two. This just goes to show) etc. The eon-

versation with Otto Munzel mad an impression on me but I couldn't 

say that it was more than a fleeting impression. The World Set Free 

by H. G~ W lls - H. G. Wells' book made an impreseion on e also. 

When I r ead H. G. Wells~ book~ I read it as a piece of fiction to 

~hich I did not attach any deeper meaning. Still~ somehow, the 1m-

pression vhtch this book made on me was deeper than I kn~w. 

This is an insert• to be inserted above at the suit~ble lo-

cation. 

Perhapu because such an important part of my life evolved 

during the first World War, I had the tendency to limit •Y posses-

sions to wh t could be held in two suitcases . I think I would have 

preferred to have roots, but I couldn't have roots I wanted to have 

wings and to be able to move at a moment's noti c e came to be impor-

tant to me. Now that, for a second time. there was a major upheava l 
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in Europe (dash) - now that there was war again (dash) - I benefited 

from having wings and of not having roots. After the Reichstag was 

put on fire, I lingered for a few more days in Berlin. Having given 
f-r' ol, U ( ~ f{, 

up my apartment there, I lived in the ~ House of Kaiser Wil-

helm Institute in Berlin ~~~${UJ, and was thus in close touch with / 

the scientific community of this Institute. My colleagues found it 

difficult to bring themselves to believe that the Reichstag was set 

on fire on orders of the German Government. Germany has always been 

a very orderly count~y and setting fire to the Reichatag appeared to 

be a very disorderly thing. After a few days, having listened to al~ 

of my friends give their interpretation of the situation, I took a 

taxi - I locked my two suitcases, I picked up my two suitcases and 

drove to the railroad station where I took the night train to Vienna. 

I expected the train to be packed (semi-colon); it was empty. There 

were Nazi guards on the frontier but they didn't bother any of the 

few passengers who were on the train. In contrast to this, the same 

train which reached the Austrian frontier one day later, was jam-

packed. The passengers were asked to leave the train on the Austrian 

frontier and their luggage was searched and their purses were searched. 

Many ~ere turned back and were refused permission to leave. All this 

goes to show that in order to succeed in this life, you do not have 

to be clever. All you have to be is a tiny little bit cleverer than 

most qther people are. You don't have to know what the future may 

bring. All you have to do is understand what the future may bring 

one day before most of the others do. As a result of a c hance encounter 

in Vienna - by the time the wholesale dismissal of professors of the 

Germans got under way, I found myself in London. 

Insert. Note the following. In detaikdstory of London, relate 
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incident with Otto 

Continuation . 

End of Insert. 

In London where I got involved in the work of the Com ittees 

who tried to place those who - the scientists and scholars who left 

Germany and came to England. This activity suited my temperament 

for I alway found it easier to solve the probl~ms of hers than to 

solve my own probl ms. Since I had to start a new life in any ca e, 

I was considering to change my field in physics and p rhap to begin 

some work in the fi ld of nucle r p hysics, but I always had been 

tempted by the mysteries of biology and I was also thinki g of the 

possibility of leaving physics and moving to biology. If yo live 

in an orderly society in peace time, it is almost - the social 

pleasures are such that it is very difficult for a man to change 

his field, even within physics, and even more difficult to change 

his field from phys i cs to biology, But these were not ordinary times. 

Among the any distinguished scientists with whom I came into contact 

in England through my work, wa A. B. Hill, 1 obel Prize Winn r in 

physiology, who was a physicist turn d biologist. I told him that 

I was tempted to move into biology and was relieved to find tha he 

was not shocked . Quote, "If you really make ~our mind - if you make 

up your mind that you really want to do this, I think I can find you 

a position somewhere as a demonstrator in physiology. If you know 

physics, you should have no difficulty in reading up what y u need 

to know in physiology and demonstrate it the next day, reading up 

one day what you need to know in physiology in order to be able to 

demonstrate it the next day." End of quote. I had not really made 

up my mind that I wanted to make the change. In the first half of 

this century, clearly physics was the king of the s c iences. In the 

fi r st half of this century, one major mystery after another seemed 
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to be cleared up and in 1933 the major discoveries vere sti l l coming 

fast. First the neutron. for instance, was discovered just a little 

~hile earlier, in 1932. No one had really suspected the e~istence 

of this particle just a few years b efore. lt resembled in mass the 

nucleus of the hydrogen atom but it carried no charge. The nucle i . 

of all other atoms carry a positive charge and, thus, they repulse 

each other. Because the n~utron carries no charge. it is not repulsed 

by the nuclei ~ f the atoms and, therefore, it is able to penetrate 

into them. On a this seemed to me a particle that 

would be fascinating to study. 

New Paragraph . 

Fortunately I was not faced with making an immediate decision 

for the German scientists and scholars,who arrived in droves from 

Germany, took my full time and attention. Because I have a one

track mind more than because of a lack of time, I even stopped fol

lowing physics by reading - c orrection - I even stopp e d r e ading the 

articles in physics which appeared in the periodicals. But because 

of my interest in world events, I kept on reading the London Times . 

In the fall of '33. the London Times reported a speech given by Lord 

Rutherford at a meeting of the British Association in whi c h Ruther

ford said that whoever talked of the release of atomic energy on an 

industrial scale was talking moonshine. that something 

cannot be done I' v e always found rather irritating becau se how can 

anyone know what someone else might invent? I was wonde r ing about 

this while strolling through the streets of London. Walking along 

Row, I had to stop for a street light and the very moment 

when the light turned green, it occurred to me that Rutherf o rd might 

be wrong because there might exist an instable element that splits 
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off neutrons when it is bombarded by neutrons and such an element 

could sustain a nuclear chain reaction. 

New Paragraph. 

With this thought in mind, I began to look at th various 

elements which might-begi to look what element mi g h t be a promis i n g 

candidate for sustaining such a nuclear chain reac t ion nd the fir st 

element I hit on was beryllium. On the ba s i s of the published mas es 
(u) 

of helium and beryllium, the beryllium nucleus ough t to have been i n-

stable and it could have disintegrat ed in to t wo other particles and 

one neutron when hit by a neutron. I thought there might be othe~ 
(u) 

elements also which might by instable in the same sense. This pos-

sibility intrigued me so much that I gave up the idea of shifting 

to biology and turned my thoughts to nuclear physics ins tead. I 

might have decided otherwise if I hadn't been alerted by H. G. Wellsf 

book as to what the liberation of atomic energy on a large scale 

would mean. I also might have decided otherwise had it n ot been for 

the fact that just about that time 
I L discovered 

artificial ~adioactivity. If elements could be made radioactive by 

bombarding them with alpha particles as had thought, 

had shown, then why shouldn't elements be made radioactive when they 

are bombarded by neutrons? And if neutrons could turn ordinary le-

ments into radioactive elements, then we had a tool, a very simple 

tool, which would enable us to discover the presence of neutron radi-

ations. In science it is not enough to think of an important problem 

on which to work. It is also necessary to know the means which could 

be used to investigate this problem. I thought that I had an impor-

tant problem on which to work and dis coveries s emed to 

give me the means that I could use. As work with Committees who tried 
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o place displaced German scholars and scientists became less re-

rding, I ithdrew from this work and dec i ded to ark time. I had 

a little money s·ved up, enough perhaps to live for a year in the 

tyie n which I as accustomed o live and, therefore, I was in no 

particular hurry to look for a job. I moved to the Strand Palace 

Hotel and started to dream about the possibilities which had been 

opened up by the recen discoveries in physics. ---- --brogate - to resort to partial abrogation of agreement in 
I~~ ,l!t 
~the case of minor violations r ther than of being forced to choose 

~ betv en no abrogation and a total abrogation. 

New Paragraph. 

Pravda pointed out that the situation between America and 

Russia is by no means symmetrical and, income tax being in America 

what i was, an awa r d « million dollars would mean very little -

correction - Pravda pointed it out that the situation between America 

and Russia is not entirely sym etrical. In Amerfc a million dollar 

award would mean very little, o Pravda asserted, income tax being 

what it is. This drew a prompt reply from the Department of the 

Treasury pledging that the award would not be subject to income tax . 

The Dolphins made no complete proposal at the rate at which the 

remaining legitimate equipment might be disposed of. Since the des-

truction of equipment which is listed and marked can be easily in-

spected, there was no major difficulty regarding the concealment in-

volved in this issue. The major memorandum issued by the Dolphins 

dealt rather with the elucidation of the difference between controlled 

arms limitation and genuine disarmament. The difference lies. so the 

Dolphins pointed out, not in the amount o f arms which are legitimately 

retained but, rather, on the purpose for which these arms are retained. 
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If these arm are retained merely as an insuranc_ against the pos

sibility of one of the other nations - against the possibility th t 

some nation may secretly evade the agreement, then ven a substantial 

amount of equipment retained is compatible with genuine disarmam nt. 

However , if the arms retained are retained for the purpose of making 

possible to prevent changes in the map by force or by the threat of 

force, then we are faced merely with controlled arms limitations, 

but not with genuine disarmament. 

Start a new page. Call it •Last Chapter" and renumber the 

pages from here on. 

In The year ~dash,dash,dash)--- (Come in, come in~ please.) 
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Letter, Ross Gunn to Szilard. July 10, 1939 
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Letter, Szilard to Einstein . October 3, 1939 

Letter, Sachs to Roosevelt, October 11, 1939 

Letter, Sachs to Wigner, October 17, 1939 

Letter, Sachs to Teller, October 17, 1939 
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/ Letter, Szilard to Joliot, February 2, 1939 

Telegrams from Lindemann, re beryllium block, Feb. 3, 1939 and one undated. 

Letter, Szilard to Tuve re beryllium supply. March 24, 1939 

~ Letter, Wigner to Szilard re beryllium block. April 17, 1939 

Many letters and telegrams among Szilard, Joliot, Weisskopf, Halban, Wigner, 

Blackett, and others, re withholding publication, March to April, 1939. 

Also, two memoranda summarizing above events. Undated. 
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Letter, Szilard to Strauss. April 14, 1939 

Letter, Strauss to Szilard. April 17, 1939 
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Reproduced in Appendix 
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Leo Szilard's patent applications, 
"TRANSMUTA l' ION OF CHEMICAL ELEMENTS . 11 

Kathleen Wi nsor 
March 22, 1969 

A COMPARIS ION OF BRITISH PROVI.::> IONAL SPECIFICATION 7840/34, Mar. 12., 1934, 
with: THE CA NCELLED PORTION FROM U.S. APPLICATION lO,SOO, fi l ed Mar . 11, 1935. 

These two patent applications are extremely similar. The American 
10,)00 has evidently been typed by copying the British 7840. Even the 
typing errors have been faithfully copied, though on a different 
typewriter. 

Page l Introductory paragraph: t ext identical. 

Pages 

Page 4 

Page 5 

Pa~e 6 

Page 7 

Paragraph entitled "Generation of radio-active bodies." 
7840 mentions 11 penetrating radiation 11 emitted when colli sions 

are produced between diplogen and its elf or other light elements. 
10,)00 covers the same ground in other words, calls the 

active agent in the penetrating radiation, neutrons. 

Paragraph describing Fig. l. 
Texts i dentical. 

Paragraph describing Fi g . 2 . 
Texts identical, except that 7840 has the paragraph on page . 2. 

2-3 
Qover much the same material, but arranged and worded differently; 
th ey describe the sudden heating up of th e transmutation spac e . 
' 7840 descr ibes the general features of the invention, also 
suggests t esting a mixture of many el ements; 10)00 does not. 

Page 3-~ a? of 7840 is t he same as page 3 of 10,)00. it is 
necessary to describe the liberation of nautrRns by X-rays, . 
but doesn't seem to fit into t his sequence. lso, it is on 
blue rather than black carbon paper. 

Texts identical, but 10,)00 has some penciled corrections. 

Texts identical. 

Texts identical, but in 7840 penciJed numbers have been added 
to refer to Figures. 

Texts i dentical. On 10,)00 corrections have been initialed LS X 
by typewriter. One correction on 7840 (changing 403 to 407 
in the middle of the page) has not been copied on 10, ) 00. 

Page 8 Texts the same , but some major corrections by L.S. on 10, )00 . 

Pages 9-12 Texts identjr.al; corrections (occuring in both) have 
been initial Is -X:: on 10.)00. 

Claims The claims in these t wo applications are worded differently, 
but seem to cover the same material. 



February 6, 1969 

L '.'l . r; f 

In reviewing the patent applications which were filed by 

Dr. Leo Szilard one is struck by the fact that they document an important 

part of the technical achievements of this great man. I hope that the 

following few remarks will help in understanding how such patent appli-

cations came to be filed, and provide at least some realization of the 

extent of their scientific importance. 

To understand Leo Szilard's interest in patents one must know 

the man himself. Szilard had an inquisitive, probing mind and devoted his 

life to thinking and to spurring people into action. He was a man of many 

facets, somewhat abrasive in manner, unconventional, independent in 

spirit and action, and concerned with all that was happening in science and 

politics and its effect on mankind. 

Szilard 1 s independent spirit was well suited to his role as an 

inventor. His inquisitive, brilliant mind was honed by training in both 

engineering and physics. He was no sooner exposed to a problem than he 

was thinking of the solution. Szilard was once asked to state the qualities 

of a scientist. He replied that "the creative scientist has much in common 

with the artist and the poet. Logical thinking and an analytical ability are 

necessary attributes of a scientist but they are far frorn b eing sufficient 

for creative work. Those insights in science which have led to a break-

through operate on the level of the subconscious. Science would run dry 
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if all scientists were crank turners and if none of them were dreamers." G) 

Szilard in these words described his own capabilities and the reasons why 

he was truly a creative scientist and inventor. 

Szilard was a man of great creativity, generally many years 

ahead of others. As ideas occurred, he would promptly write them down, 

then fold and seal the paper and post it to himself by mail. By this means 

he documented the dates when these ideas occurred to him. These ideas 

ran the gamut from simple solutions to practical everyday problems to 

complex theories which advanced the frontiers of science. Only a very small 

proportion of these ideas, those which appeared to have significant com-

mercial potential, were later expanded and written in the form of patent 

applications.® 

and 

Szilard's earliest patent applications were filed between 1923 

1931.0 At that time he was working in Berlin and dividing his time 

between the University of Berlin and the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute. While 

at the University of Berlin he was closely associated with Einstein and 

certain of the applications filed during this period listed Einstein as a 

joint inventor. 

During this period Szilard directed his energies to working on 

problems which he believed might have commercial application, such as 

CD Excerpt from taped interview 1963. 

® List of known disclosures presently in Szilard 1 s files is appended. 

0 List of all of Szilard's known patent applications and issued patents 
is appended. 
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mercury vapor lamps, liquid metal pumping systems , refrigeration 

systems, the electron microscope , machines for accelerating charged 

particles, etc. He interested several German companies, including 

Siemens and the German General Electric Company (AEG), in certain 

of his ideas and apparently supplemented his income by acting as a 

consultant to these companies. 

Several of Szilard's early German patents related to noise-

less household refrigerators whi ch operated without mov ing mechanical 

elements or linkages, and to liquid metal pumping systems for such 

refrigerators. (It may be interesting to note that Einstein collaborated 

with Szilard on certain of these de v elopments.) As it turned out, such 

refrigerators were never cornrnercially utilized due to the rapid advances 

made in mechanical refrigerators which eliminated their objectionable 

noise, the dangers from leakage of the poisonous refrigerant, and erratic 

operation. The liquid metal pumping systems developed by Szilard are 

of particular interest.(±) While for many years there did not appear to 

be any other practical use for such pumping systems , with the advent of 

atomic energy their need be c ame evident (first to Szilard) and much effort 

has since been expended in their further development. 

In 1928 Szilard began to direct his thoughts to atomic physics. 

Disintegration of the atom required higher energies than were available 

@ See, for example, German Patent No. 476,812. 
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up to that time. He therefore considered ways to accelE,'!rate particles 

to high speeds and this led to his development of the basic principles 

underlying the linear accelerator and the cyclotron. He documented these 

concepts in the form of patent applications which were filed in the German 

Patent Office. The application relating to the linear accelerator was filed 

on December 17, 1928 (Application No. S 89028 VI/40c) ® and the appli-

cation relating to the cyclotron was filed a few weeks later on January 5, 

1929 (Application No. S 89288 VIIIa/2lg). ® His cyclotron application 

(which appears to predate the work of Lawrence) contains a description 

of the basic principles of the cyclotron including a discussion of the stability 

of the orbit brought about b y hav ing the magnetic field decrease in strength 

with increasing radius. Unfortunately, it appears that the existence of 

the s e applications (which were never issued into patents) was not known by 

o the r scientists working in this field and apparently did not influence the 

later develop ment of the c yclotron and linear accelerator. 

In 1933 Szilard mov ed to London and his interest remained focused 

in the area of atomic physics and its potentialities. In 1934 and 1935 he 

collaborated with T. A . Chalmers in experiments on induced radio -activity 

which were carried out in the Physics Department of the Medical College 

associated with St. Bartholomew's Hospital. In 1935 he obtained a fellowship 

at the Clarendon Laborator y at Oxford and continued with his w o rk in the area 

of induced rad ioa ctiv-ity. 

® G) Reproduced i n Append ix 
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During this period he considered the possible consequences 

of filing basic patents in the atomic field. From his prior ex perience 

in the area of patents he recognized that one could obtain a patent without 

actually testing or prov ing the v alidity or operabilit y of the system being 

patented . He saw the possibility of filing patent applications in the area 

of atomic physics which might dominate future developments in this area. 

He futher felt that such patents might be exploited so as to provide a 

source of income disproportionate to the technical contribution inv olv ed. 

After careful consideration he arriv ed at a unique solution to his problem. 

He decided that patents in the area of atomic physics should be turned over 

to a nonprofit research corporation, and the income therefrom should be 

used for further research. 

Szilard 1 s thoughts on this subject are contained in letters to 

Drs. Fermi and Segre in 193 6 . (j) 

Several cl.pplications which he filed in Great Britain during this 

period are worth special mention. 

In the beginning of 19 34 Szilard again considered ways of 

accelerating particles and on 21 February 19 34 he filed a patent application 

in the British Patent Office (Application No. 5730) ®entitled "Asynchronous 

and Synchronous Transformers for Particles . " This application describes 

(!) Pertinent portions of this correspondence are reproduced in the Appendix. 

@ Reproduced in Appendix 
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the principle of operating an accelerator in which the frequency of the 

accelerating voltage increases with time. It explains the principle of 

phase stability bringing about the variation of frequency. Again it is 

unfortunate that this application did not issue into a patent or come to 

the attention of those working with cyclotrons since some ten years later 

these same principles were apparently independently rediscovered and 

utilized in completely revolutionizing the design of .the cyclotron. 

Another application entitled "Improvements in or Relating 

to the Transmutation of Chemical Elements" vas originally filed on 

March 12, 1934 (Application No. 784o).C§JThis application, which issued 

into Patent No. 440,023,~ ori ginally included three inventions: the 

generation of radioactive elements by means of neutrons, the concept of 

a nuclear chain reaction, and the chemical separation of radioactive elements 

from non-radioactive isotope s . This separation method was later experi-

mentally demonstrated (in collaboration with T.A. Chalmers) in the case 

of iodine, by separating iodine from ethyliodiGe, and was reported in 

Nature, Vol. 134, September 22, 1934. This method has become generally 

known as the Szilard-Chalmers method or reaction. 

Subsequently, because of his conviction that if a nuclear 

chain reaction could be made to work it might be used as an instrument 

of war to set up violent explosions, Szilard divided out that part of the 

application which related to the nuclear chain reaction and incorporated 

(2) Reproduced in Appendix 

~ Reproduced in Appendix 
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it in modified form into a l ater filed application, No. 19157, which 

he assigned to the British Admira lty in order to prevent its publication. 

It is worth not ing t hat t he f o l l owing prophetic passage was 

included in Patent Application 7840 as fi l ed in March 1934: 

"(a) Pure neutron chai ns , in which t he links of the chain 

are formed by neutrons of t he massnumber 1, alone . Such chains 

are only possible in the presence of a metastable element. 

A metastable element i s a n e lement the mas s of which ( packing 

fraction) is sufficient ly high to a llow its disintegration into its 

parts under liberation of energy. Elements like uranium a nd 

thorium are examples of su ch metas t abl e eleme nts ; the se two 

elements reveal their met ast a ble nat ur e by emitt i ng a l pha particles. 

Otper elements may be met ast able without revealing their nature 

in this way." @ 

The aforementioned appli cation, No. 19157, wa s originally 

filed on June 28, 1934. Thi s application, which later i s sued a s 
@ 

Patent No. 630,726, was particularly directed to the idea of the nuclear 

chain reaction in which more than one neutron is emitted peT neutron 

A related United States patent appli cation Seria l No. 10, 500 was 
filed on March 11, 1935. Once a gain, in order to prevent the 

publication of information that might have important military con
sequences, he deleted that portion which related to the nuclear 
chain reaction including the quoted passage. The expurgated appli
cation later issued as U.S. Patent No. 2,161,985. 

Reproduced in Appendix 
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absorbed. It was assigned to the British Navy in 1936 (for reasons set 

forth below). After World War II it was reassigned to Szilard, and 

the Patent Specification was finally published in September, 1949. 

The genesis of this application covering the chain reaction 

is described by Szilard in material that he wrote for later use. It is 

quoted here because of the insight it gives into the creative mind of 

Leo Szilard. 

~"In the fall of 1933, I found myself in London . I 

kept myself busy trying to find positions for German colleagues who 

lost their university positions, with the advent of the Nazi regime. 

One morning I read in the newspapers about the Annual Meet ing of 

the British Association where Lord Rutherford was reported to 

have said that whoever talks about the liberation of atomic energy 

on an industrial scale is talking moonshine. Pronouncements of 

experts to the effect that something cannot be done have alvrays 

irritated me. That day as I was walking down Southhampton Row 

and was stopped for a traffic light, I was pondering whether Lord 

Rutherford might not prove to be wrong. As the light changed to 

green and I crossed the street, it suddenly occurred to me that if 

we could find an element which is split' by· neutrons and which would 

@ From taped interview, 1963 
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emit two neutrons when it absorbed one neutron, such an element, 

if assembled in sufficiently large mass, could sustain a nuclear 

chain reaction, liberate energy on an industrial scale and construct 

atomic bombs. The thought that this might be possible became an 

obsession with me. It led me to go into nuclear physics, a field 

in which I had not worked before, and the thought stayed with me 

even though my first hunches in this regard turned out to be wrong. 

''I had one candidate for an element which might be unstable 

in the sense of emitting neutrons when it disintegrates, and that 

was beryllium. As it turned out later, beryllium cannot sustain 

a chain reaction and it 1s, in fact , stable. What was wrong was 

that the published mass of helium was wrong. This was later dis-

covered by Bethe and it was a very important discovery for all of 

us because we did not know where to begin to do nuclear physics 

if there could be an element which should disintegrate , but doesn't. 

"In the Spring of 19 34 I applied for a patent which described 

the laws governing such a chain reaction. It was the first time, 

I think, that the concept of critical mass was developed and that 

a chain reaction was seriously discussed. Knowing what this would 

mean -- and I knew it because I had read H. G. Wells -- I did not 

want this patent to become public. The only way to keep it from the 

public was to assign it to the Government. So I assigned this patent 
14 

to the British Admiralty. " 

Letter from Szilard to C.S. Wright dated Feb. 26, 1936. 
Reproduced in Appendix. 
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Szilard came to America in January 1938. He was still 

intrigued with the possibility of a chain reaction and continued to look 

for elements which might be useful for this purpose. In January 1939 

he learned of the discovery of the fission of uranium. Because of his 

prior thinking with respect to a chain reaction, he immediately thought 

of the possibility that neutrons might be emitted in the fission process 

and that this process might sustain a chain reaction. All his energies 

were now directed toward this single goal. 

Szilard 1 s first action was to prepare a new patent application 

covering uranium as a neutron source for the production of radioactive 

elements and as a means of producing power by using a sufficient amount 

of uranium to provide a chain reaction. This patent application was filed 

in the United States Patent Office on March 20, 1939, Serial No. 263,017. 

Szilard was able to file this application so quickly because it incorporated 

much of the work contained in his prior British patent application on a chain 

reaction. This United States application was subsequently abandoned 1n 

1941. The available records are not entirely clear as to the circumstances 

for this abandonment. There are indications from correspondence with his 

patent attorneys that he intended to file an updated patent application which 

incorporated the substance of this patent application before it was abandoned. 

It is not clear why this updated applicaticn was not filed. 

@ Reproduced in Appendix 
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Szilard played a central role in the historical development 

of atomic energy in the United States. He persuaded scientific colleagues 

to withhold the publication of their papers on nuclear fission in order to 

keep information from the German scientists, and was the "ghost writer 11 

of the Einstein letter to Roosevelt which initiated the atomic bomb project. 

Between early 1939 and No vember 1940 Szilard was not directly affiliated 

with any University or other organization. When he was not attending 

scientific meetings or visiting scientific friends such as Fermi, Wigner, 

Teller, etc. , he could be found working at the Kings Crown Hotel in New 

York. During this period he was granted guest privileges in the Physics 

Department of Columbia University where he carried out certain fission 

experiments in collaboration with Walter Zinn who had built equipment which 

was suitable for this purpose. In February 1940 Szilard wrote an important 

paper covering a chain reaction using a uranium-carbon system. This 

paper was originally intended for publication in the Physical Review, but 

was withheld from publication at his request. In November 1940 Szilard 

went on the payroll of Columbia University which had just received a 

contract from the Government to explore the possibility of setting up a 

chain reaction. From this point until the end of the war Szilard was 

associated with the Government-sponsored atomic bomb program, later 

referred to as the Manhattan project. 
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In February 1942 Szilard left Columbia Un~versity to join 

a sn~ll group which was then being assembled at the University of 

Chicago to direct the effort toward the construction of a controlled chain 

reaction. The Chicago branch of the Manhattan Project was known as the 

Metallurgical Laboratory. Immediately following the actual demonstration 

of a controlled chain reaction in Chicago on December 2, 1942, Szilard was 

informed that the Project desired to file patent applications on inventions 

relating to the chain reaction. After lengthy discussion and negotiation 

concerning the terms and conditions of his continuation on the project, 

Szilard finally assigned to the Government the patent rights to his 

inventions on the chain reaction made prior to his employment by the 

Government on November 1, 1940. He received the sum of $15,417.60, an 
the qevelopment of 

amount equal to the expenses which he incurred in connection witWthese 

inventions, in connection with arrangements relating to their transfer to 

the Government, and t ·o compensate him for the time during which he worked 

on these inventions without a salary or other financial consideration . 

Szilard remained at the Metallurgical Laboratory until the 

en~ of World War II. His many contributions to the Project are attested 

to by the numerous patent applications which were filed by the Government 

in his name. Of these applications the most notable is the basic appli-

cation covering a graphite -moderated nuclear reactor, which listed Fermi 

and Szilard as co-inventors, and issued as Patent No. 2,708,656 on May 17, 1955~ 
After the war Szilard turned his attention to biophys ical 

problems. He became a Professor of Biophysics at the University of Chicago, and, 

~ Reproduced in Appendix 
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although he was seldom in residence, he remained on the University staff 

until his retirement in 1963. Szilard then accepted a position as a resident 

fellow at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies in La Jolla, California. 

He moved to California and m the last few months of his life plunged into 

work with renewed energy. 

Despite the frustrations from his past efforts Szilard's 

optimism in the value of patents remained unabated. He filed at least two 

patent applications in the United States Patent Office in the post-war period. 

Application Serial No. 264,263 was filed on December 29, 1951, for a 

"Process for Producing Microbial Metabolites , " and Application Serial 

No. 320,816 was filed (jointly with A. Novick) on November 15, 1952, for 

"Caf:f\1llle-Containing Products and Method of Their Preparation." Both 

of these applications were later abandoned. 

I should like to conclude with my own feeling of regret for the 

fact that Leo Szilard. was never adequately compensated for his many 

contributions to the world. This is the purpose for which the patent system 

wa.s designed. However, as seen in the case of Szilard, the system is 

clearly inadequate in the case of a visionary who is many years ahead of 

his time. 

J. Tabin 
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In reviewing the patent applications which were filed by 

J,- I & J 

Dr. Leo Szilard one is struck by the fact that they document an important 

part of the technical achievements of this gr eat m an. I hope that the 

following few remarks will help in understanding how such patent appli-

cations came to be filed, and provide at least some realization of the 

extent of their scientific importance. 

To understand Leo Szilard's interest in patents one must know 

the man himself. Szilard had an inquisitive, probing mind and devoted his 

life to thinking and to spurring people into action. He was a man of many 

facets, somewhat abrasive in manner, unconventional, independent in 

spirit and action, and concerned with all that was happening in science and 

politics and its effect on mankind. 

Szilard 1 s independent spirit was well suited to his role as an 

inventor. His inquisitive, brilliant mind was honed by training in both 

engineering and physics. He was no sooner exposed to a problem than he 

was thinking of the solution. Szilard was once asked to state the qualities 

of a scientist. He replied that ''the creative scientist has much in common 

with the artist and·the poet. Logical thinking and an analytical ability are 

necessary attributes of a scientist but they are far from being sufficient 

for creative work. Those insights in science which have led to a break-

through operate on the level of the subconscious. Science would run dry 
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if all scientists were crank turners and if none of them were dreamers." G) 
Szilard in these words described his own capabilities and the reasons why 

he was truly a creative scientist and inventor. 

Szilard was a man of great creativity, generally many years 

ahead of others. As ideas occurred, he would promptly write them down, 

then fold and seal the paper and post it to himself by mail. By this means 

he documented the dates when these ideas occurred to him. These ideas 

ran the gamut from simple solutions to practical everyday problems to 

complex theories which advanced the frontiers of science. Only a very small 

proportion of these ideas, those which appeared to have significant com-

mercial potential, were later expanded and written in the form of patent 

l
. . 0 app 1catwns. ~ 

and 

Szilard's earliest patent applications were 

1931.0 At that time he was working in Berlin and 

filed between 1923 

dividing his time 

between the University of Berlin and the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute. While 

at the University of Berlin he was closely associated with Einstein and 

certain of the applications filed during this period listed Einstein as a 

joint inventor. 

During this period Szilard directed his energies to working on 

problems which he believed might have commercial application, such as 

CD Excerpt from taped interview 1963. 
~ 0 List of known disclosu~es presently in Szilard Is files -ios--appended. r c_"' C l'i 

Q) List of all of Szilard 1 s known patent applications and issued patents 
is appended. 
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mercury vapor lamps, liquid metal pumping systems, refrigeration 

systems, the electron microscope, machines for accelerating charged 

particles, etc. He interested several German companies , including 

Siemens and the German General Electric Company (AEG), in certain 

of his ideas and apparently supplemented his income by acting as a 

consultant to these companies. 

Several of Szilard's early German patents related to noise-

less household refrigerators which operated without moving mechanical 

elements or linkages, and to liquid metal pumping systems for such 

refrigerators. (It may be interesting to note that Einstein collaborated 

with Szilard on certain of these developments.) As it turned out, such 

refrigerators were never commercially utilized due to the rapid advances 

made in mechanical refrigerators which eliminated their objectionable 

noise, the dangers from leakage of the poisonous refrigerant, and erratic 

operation. The liquid metal pumping systems developed by Szilard are 

of particular interest.(±) While for many years there did not appear to 

be any other practical use for such pumping systems, with the advent of 

atomic energy their need became evident (first to Szilard) and much effor-t 

has since been expended in their further development. 

In 1928 Szilard began to direct his thoughts to atomic physics. 

Disintegration of the atom required higher energies than were available 

@ See, for example, German Patent No. 476,812 

jJo . ~~ If. /( l 

r 
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up to that time. He therefore considered ways to accelerate particles 

to high speeds and this led to his development of the basic principles 

und.::rlying the linear accelerator and the cyclotron. He documented these 

concepts in the form of patent applications which were filed in the German 

Patent Office. The application relating to the linear acce l erator was filed 

on December 17, 1928 {Application No. S 89028 VI/40c) ® and the appli-

cation relating to the cyclotron was filed a few weeks later on January 5, 

1929 (Application No. S 89288 VIIIa/2lg). CD His cyclotron application 

(which appears to predate the work of Lawrence) contains a description 

of the basic principles of the cyclotron including a discussion of the stability 

of the orbit brought about by having the magnetic field decrease in strength 

with increasing radius. Unfortunately, it appears that the existence of 

these applications (which were never issued into patents) was not known by 

other scientists working in .this field and apparently did not influence the 

later development of the cyclotron and linear accelerator. 

In 1933 Szilard moved to London and his interest remained focused 

in the area of atomic physics and its potentialities. In 1934 and 1935 he 

collaborated with T. A. Chalmers in experiments on induced radio -activity 

which were carried out in the Physics Department of the Medical, College 

associated with St. Bartholomew's Hospital. In 1935 he obtained a fellowship 

at the Clarendon Laboratory at Oxford and continued with his work in the area 

of induced radioactivity. 

® @ Reproduced irr:Appencnx 0 v\., f:< a r 0 o 
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During this period he considered the possible consequences 

of filing basic patents in the atomic field. From his prior experience 

in the area of patents he recognized that one could obtain a patent without 

actually testing or proving the validity or operability of the system being 

patented. He saw the possibility of filing patent applications in the area 

of atomic physics which might dominate future developments in this area. 

£ 
He futher felt that such patents might be exploited so as to provide a 

" 
source of income disproportionate to the technical contribution involved. 

After careful consideration he arrived at a unique solution to his problem. 

He decided that patents in the area of atomic physics should be turned over 

to a nonprofit research corporation, and the income therefrom should be 

used for further research. 

Drs. 

Szilard's thoughts on this subject are contained w letters to 

Fermi and Segre in 1936. (}) 

Several applications which he filed in Great Britain during this 

period are worth special mention. 

In the beginning of 1934 Szilard again considered ways of 

accelerating particles and on 21 February 19 34 he filed a patent application 

in the British Patent Office (Application No. 5730) ®entitled "Asynchronous 

and Synchronous Transformers for Particles." This application describes 

(!) Pertinent portions of this correspondence are reproduced in the Appendix. 

@ Reproduced in. Appendix 
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the principle of operating an accelerator in which the frequency of the 

accelerating voltage increases with time . It explains the principle of 

phase stability bringing about the variation of frequency. A g ain it is 

unfortunate that this application did not issue into a patent or come to 

the attention of those working with cyclotrons since some ten years later 

these same principles were apparently independently rediscove red and 

utilized in completely revolutionizing the design of t he cyclotron. 

Another application entitled "Improvements in or Relating 

to the Transmutation of Chemical Elements 11 was originally filed on 

March 12, 1934 (Application No. 7840). ® This application, which issued 

into Patent No. 440,023, @ originally included three inventions: the 

generation of radioactive elements by means of neutrons, the concept of 

a nuclear chain re.action, and the chemical separation of radioactive elements 

from non-radioactive isotopes. This separation method was later experi-

mentally demonstrated (in collaboration with T. A. Chalmers) in the case 

• 
of Lodine, by separating lodine from £thyliodine, and was reported in 

Nature, Vol. 134, Septemb.er 22, 1934. This method has become generally 

known as the Szilard-Chalmers method 9r reaction. f' ,7 .• I 
~~ ~f k.,· s /~......, ·~, · 0.....-~.- 1~1- 1 a_ 

1 r. 9,ubsequentl,y,Afor PeaS"Oft~~--l~r-i.-ty-; Szilard d ivid e d )/vl,~ (~{~ \'U.t.te-~, ' G-~ ~d'i{/JL ~L<A.A-G: M ~ ~~~-~t.. k A-1.-<lR- -~ .Q_j Pp 
out that part of the application which related to the nuc/f:; chain reaction Vt ~vf_ 

~OvvL Jx-~.n·c~tt. 
r !l i <2/1 rt t (.,(N~ i W w'i-

Reproduced in Appendix 
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and incorporated _it in modified form into a later filed application.Awhich )t-<.. 
~·~ fo dfu_ lfru'~t··~ /fa~-~ 1',1A..-~ fi fUA~1-0/. 
k (l:c. ~~·~tl'u( : . 

It is worth noting that the following prophetic pas sage was 

included in Patent Application 7840 as filed in March 1934: 

"(a) Pure neutron chains, in which the links of the chain ' 

are formed by neutrons of the mass number 1, alone. Such 

chains are only possible in the presence of a metastable element. 

A metastable element is an element the mass of which (packing 

fraction) is sufficiently high to allow its disintegration into its 

parts under liberation of energy. Elements like uranium and 

thorium ·are examples of such metastable elements; these two 

elements reveal their metastable nature by emitting alp!-.;.a particles. 

Other elements may be metastable without revealing their nature 

in this way. " @ 

T~e ~forementio~~·d applicatio9 J}o. fq ( !>-7 /211 rJ;t-J 1-- v • J 
was originally filed on June 28, 1934 f:;Applic;;Liii£1 No J 9151:}.. 

·> 

This appli~ation, which later issued as Patent No. 630, 726, @ was particu-

larly directed to the idea of the nuclear chain reaction in which more than 

(fJ) A related United States patent application Serial No. 10,500 was 
filed on March ll, 1935. Once again, in order to prevent the 
publication of information that might have important military con
sequences, he deleted that portion which related to the nuclear 
chain reaction including'quoted passage. The expurgated application '4. ,.., . 
lateT issued~ U.S. Patent No. 2, 161,985. 

@ Reproduced in Appendix 
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It: 
one neutron is emitted per neutron absorbed. elzia::::a.pp-1:'-"a"~c: . was 

eN · alilr assigned to the British Navy in 1936 (for reasons set forth 
I -lA ~ '»t- w G)Jjj, { w OJ\. 1L I 

below). \ was ~ reassigned to Szilard and the Patent Specification 

was finally published in September, 1949. 

The genesis of this application covering the chain reaction 

is described by Szilard in material that he wrote for later use. It is 

quoted here because of the insight it gives into the creative mind of Leo 

Szilard. 

@ 11 In the Fall of 1933, I found myself in London. I kept 

myself busy trying to find positions for German colleagues who 

lost their university positions, with the advent of th_e Nazi regime. 

One morning I read in the newspapers about the Annual Meeting of 

the British Association where Lord Rutherford was reported to 

have said that whoever talks about the liberation of atomic energy 

on an industrial scale is talking moonshine. Pronouncements of 

experts to the effect that something cannot be done have always 

irritated me. That day as I was walking down Southhampton Row 

and was stopped for a traffic light, I was pondering whether Lord 

Rutherford might not prove to be wrong. As the light changed to 

green and I crossed the street, it suddenly occurred to me that if 

we could find an element which is split by neutrons and which would 
I • ~ I • ~ j • I ~ I I 

~ tapeol. ,AA-t..vc,v,·~ I '1 ~3 
~ I 
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emit two neutrons when it absorbed one neutron, such an element, 

if assembled in sufficiently large mass, could sustain a nuclear 

chain reaction, liberate energy on an industrial scale and construct 

atomic bombs. The thought that this might be possible became an 

obsession with me. It led me to go into nuclear physics, a field 

in which I had not worked before, and the thought stayed with me 

even though my first hunches in this regard turned out to be wrong. 

"I had one candidate for an element which might be unstable 

in the sense of emitting neutrons when it disintegrates, and that 

was beryllium. As it turned out later, beryllium cannot sustain 

a chain reaction and it is, in fact, stable. What was wrong was 

that the published mass of helium was wrong. This was later dis-

covered by Be the and it was a . very important discovery for all of 

us because we did not know where to begin to do nuclear physics 

if there could be an element which should disintegrate, but doesn't. 

"In the Spring of 19 34 I applied for a ·patent which described 

the laws governing such a chain reaction. It was the first time, 

I think, that the concept of critical mass was developed and that 

a chain reaction was seriously discussed. Knowing what this would 

mean -- and I knew it because I had read H. G. Wells -- I did not 

want this patent to become public. The only way to keep it from the 

public was to assign it to the Government. So I assigned this patent 
® 

to the British Admiralty. " 

L eAi ~ f/'1- ~ 
( - t& r: { C t c:._C {.( 

C. C. S. ~{J?.Cft./ 
(i: l I 
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Szilard came to America in January 1938. He was still 

intrigued with the possibility of a chain reaction and continued to look 

for elements which might be useful for this purpose. In January 19 39 

he learned of the discovery of the fission of uranium. Because of his 

prior thinking with respect to a chain reaction, he immediately thought 

of the possibility that neutrons might be emitted in the fission process 

and that this process might sustain a chain reaction. All his energies 

were now directed toward this single goal, 

Szilard's first action was to prepare a new patent application 

covering uranium as a neutron source for the production of radioactive 

elements and as a means of producing power by using a sufficient amount 

of uranium to provide a chain reaction. This patent application was filed 

in the United States Patent Office on March 20, 1939, Serial No. 263,017. 
I 

Szilard was able to file this application so quickly because it incorporated 

much of the work contained in his prior British patent application on a chain 

reaction. This United States application was subsequently abandoned in 

1941. The available records are not entirely clear as to the circumstances 

for this abandonment. There are indications from correspondence with his 

patent attorneys that he intended to file an updated patent application which 

incorporated the substance of this patent application before it was abandoned. 

It is not clear why this updated application was not filed. 

@ Reproduced in Appendix 
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Szilard played a central role in the historical development 

of atomic energy in the United States. He persuaded scientific colleagues 

to withhold the publication of their papers on nuclear fission in order to 

keep information from the German scientists, and was the "ghost writer" 

of the Einstein letter to Roosevelt which initiated the atomic bomb project. 

Between early 1939 and November 1940 Szilard was not directly affiliated 

with any University or other organization. When he was not attending 

scientific meetings or visiting scientific friends such as Fermi, Wigner, 

· . TeHer, etc., he could be found working at the Kings Crown Hotel in New 

York. During this period he was granted guest privileges in the Physics 

Department of Columbia University where he carried out certain fission 

experiments in collaboration with Walter Zinn who had built equipment which 

was suitable for this purpose. In February 1940 Szilard wrote an important 

paper cov~ring a chain reaction using a uranium-carbon system. This 

paper was originally intended for publication in the Physical Review, but 

was withheld from publication at his request. In November 1940 Szilard 

went on the payroll of Columbia University which had just received a 

contract from the Government to explore the possibility of setting up a 

chain reaction. From this point until the end of the war Szilard was 

associated with the Government-sponsored atomic bomb program, later 

referred to as the Manhattan project. 
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In February 1942 Szilard left Columbia University to join 

a small group which was then being assembled at the University of 

Chicago to direct the effort toward the construction of a controlled chain 

reaction . The Chicago branch of the Manhattan Pro j ect was known as the 

Metallurgical Laboratory. Immediately following the actual demonstration 

of a controlled chain reaction in Chicago on December 2, 1942, Szilard was 

informed that the project desired to file patent applications on inventions 

relating to the chain reaction. 
QO"Y\ C..~ 

After lengthy discuss ion and negotiatio n_ --~r ..... 

the~ terms and""""~=:;::~~ conditions of his continuation on the project, Szilard 

~ 
finally assigned to the Government the patent rights to inventions on the 

A 

chain reaction made prior to his employment by the Governm ent on November 

HQ. ~ 
1, 1940.,.1\receiv~ the sum of $1:?, 417. 60~ an amount equa l to the expenses 
which he incurred in connes:tion with these inventions, in connection with 

1 

arrangements relating to their transfer to the Government, and to compensate 
him for the time durin g which he worked on these inventions without a salary 
or other financial consideration. 

Szilard remained at the Metallurgical Laboratory unti l the 

end of World War II. His many contributions to the project are attested to 

by the numerous patent applications which were filed by the Government in 

his name. Of these applications the most notable is the basic application 

covering a graphite -moderated nuclear reactor, which listed Fermi and 

([j) 
Szilard as co-inventor~_ and "1ssued -as~Patent No. 2, 708,656 on May 17, 1955. 

After the war Szilard turned his attention to biophysical problems. 

He became a Professor of Biophysics at the University of Chicago, and, 
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although he was seldom in residence, he remained on the University staff 

until his retirement in 1963. Szilard then accepted a position as a resident 

fellow at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies in La Jolla, California. 

He moved to California and in the last few months of his life plunged into 

work with renewed energy. 

Despite the frustrations from his past efforts Szilard 1 s 

optimism in the value of patents remained unabated. He filed at least two 

patent applications in the United States Patent Office in the post - war period. 

Application Serial No. 264, 263 was filed on December 29, 1951, for a 

"Process for Producing Microbial Metabolites, " and Application Serial 

No. 320,816 was filed (jointly with A. Novick) on November 15, 1952, for 

e.. 
"Caf:~ne-Containing Products and Method of Their Preparation. 11 Both 

of these applications were later abandoned. 

I should like to conclude with my own feeling of regret for the 

fact that Leo Szilard was never adequately compensated for his many 

contributions to the world. This is the purpose for which the patt::nt system 

was designed. However, as seen in the case of Szilard, the system is 

clearly inadequate in the case of a visionary who is many years ahead of 

his time. 

J. Tabin 
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7840/)4 Filed March 12, 1934 TRANSHUTATION OF CHEMICAL ELE:trlENTS 

UNITED STNJ'F:S 

10,500 Filed March 11, 1935 TRANSMUTATION OF CHEMICAL ELEMENTS 
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Leo Szilard ' s patent applications , 
"'l'rtANSMUTA1'ION OF CHZMICAL ELEMENTS ." 

Kathleen v-Jirisor 
March 22, 1969 

A COM!)ARISION OF 13~ITISH PROVI.:)IONAL SPEC IFICATION 7840/34, Nar. 12, 1934, 
\-fith: TH E CANCELLED PORTION FROM U.S. APPLICATION lO,SOO, filed Mar . 11, 1935. 

fhese two patent applications are extremely similar. The American 
10,500 has evidently been typed by copying the British 7840. Even the 
typing errors have been faithfully copied, ·though on a different 
typewriter . 

Page l Introductory paragraph: text identical. 

Pages 

Page 4 

Page 5 

Page 6 

Page 7 

Paragraph entitled "Generation of radio-active bodi es. 11 

7840 mentions "penetrating r adiation" tUmitted when collisions 
are produced between diplogen and itself or other light elements. 

10,500 covers the same ground in other words, calls the 
active agent in the penetrating radiation, neutrons. 

Paragraph describing Fig. 1. 
Texts identical. 

Paragraph describing Fig . 2. 
Texts identical,· except that 7840 has the· paragraph on page .. 2. 

2-3 
Qover much the same material, but arranged and worded diffe rently; 
they describe the S1J dden heating up of th e transmutation spac e . 
' 7840 describes the general f eatures of the invention, also 
suggests testing a mixture of many elements; 10500 does not. 

Page 3-~ a? of 7840 ·is t he same as page 3 of 10,500. it is 
necessary to describe the liberation of nautrons by X-rays, ... . but doesn't seem to fit into this sequence. lso, it is on 
blue rather than black carbon paper. 

Texts identical, but 10,500 has some penciled corrections. 

Texts identical. 

Texts identical, but in 7840 penciled ·numbers have been added 
to refer to Figures. 

Texts identical. On 10,500 corrections have been initialed LS X 
by typewriter. One correction on 7840 (changing 403 to 407 
in the middle of the page) has not been copied on 10,500. 

Page 8 Texts the same, but some major corrections by L.S. on 10,500. 

Pages 9-12 Texts identjr.al; corrections (occuring in both) have 
been initial Is -:X: on 10. 500. 

Claims The claims in these two applications are worded differently, 
but seem to cover the same material. 
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Uitgegeven 15 December 19'28. 

A 11 t.oursrccht Yoorllchou!leu. 
Dagteek&ning oclrgoi 16 October 1928. 

OCTH.OOII\.AAD 

NEDER.LAN'D 

C· D. 621.57 

oc 00 

KL.\ SSE 21 (]. GIWEP 21. 

I 'IE?IIENS-SCHUCKBH.T\YETIKE GESET~L· CHAF'T MIT 
BESCHRf\XKTER HAFT NG, tc Berlijn-, iemcnsstadt 

C'n Dr. LEO , '7,1 LARD, tc 13crlijn-Dahl m. 

Ont1adingsbuis voor rege1bare ont1ading. 

Annvra.gc ::n l i5i) Ked., ingC'clicnd 2, 'eptcmber l!12:i, 2 u. 38 m. n.m.; 
openbaa.r gcmaa.kt l :1 J uni l 928; voorra.ng va.n ::l Septcm ber 1924 af 

(Duitschland). 

Uit.gegeven 15 November 1933', 

Dagteekening 17 October 1933, 

Autoursrecht Yoorbehoudon. 

OCTROOIRAAD 
OC ROO 3 

I<LASSE 17 a. 20. 

Prof. Dr. ALBERT EIN"STEI~, en Dr. LEO SZILARD, 
beiden te Berliju. 

Werkwijze voot· het comprimeeren van den damp van het 
koudmakend midde1 in een koelmachine en koelmachine, 

geschikt voor de toepassing van deze werkwijze. 

Aanvmge 4-4262 Ned., ingediend 27 Decem.ber 1928, 14 u. 52 m.; 
openbuar gemaakt 15 Juni 1933, voorrang van 27 December 1927 af, 
voor de conclusies l, 3 en 4, en van 3 Decem.ber 1928 af, voor conclusie 2, 

(Duitschland). 
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AME~DED SPECIFI 

I · 1 1 1 01111ftr .~·ftctt'on 8 of the Potcnl8 nnd Designs Acts, 1907 lo•Jtftlll"' n~ nml'n• r• ·· ~~ 
111111 l!ll!l. 

·-----
P.A 'rE!\'l' SPECIFIC1\.TION 

CQnrtntiM 0.116 (Gormnny): Sopl. S, 1924. 239,518 
Atpll.:.,tl~n OJ It (In United Kln}!dom): Sept. 2, 1926. ' No. 21,972/26. 

Compltlt Acaptcd: Au~. 26, 1926. 

c., t \I J'l.J:l' E :-;I' En FI {' ATI 0~ (A :\I KNDED). 

Improvomonl.s in or rclnting to Electron Discharge Tubes. 

' ' . . .... 
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• )o i' ~ .. 
.1 ~ -· ' . t: r. 
'I I I . ~ ·. '. 
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l -.-. ~ f 
' ~~/ ·. [ . ~ ... . . .... · .. , .. ... 
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I 
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w •.. 
( j l 'o,t:ll ~ • II H ' t ~ I T r> I ·" II~: \ ~ ._ T Ul 
!I H II ' '''• .,f 1!.-rltn·SI"IH"h•.•t .. ,Jt, Cirr• 
' ' ' ·"''· · · 1, (j ,· r u•"'' r .. :rqqf\,\' il'·'n 6 ,\•"0:'•" .. • ,.f llr, f.," ~111 \WII, ul lti, r .. ,.,..r ...... .. .:. ll·· rlan·I•~J.J,.tu, lio·tulilny, 
•>~ ll'~" >: '~'"'n ,.,.., .. , .. ,!at\ ·1, 11nrl llr. 1.1'11 
~ : 11 \IJII, uf It;, r .. ,.,.)." "'"!.". llr·rlan• I>, !.) ... ru, I;,., .. ,,.,,\., . ,{ lln11~arinn 

10 1, ,,t : o>h .. ltl\ ,{ .. l 1o•ro•)o\' olo•o ·luro• tho• 1\1\lllft.! 
.. : tl•t• ,,,\·,.,,,j,.,, ,.,;d iu wl11d Jlllllllll'r 

We, Siemens-Schuckertwerke Gesellschaft mit 
beschr~nkter Haftung, of Berlin-Siemensstadt, Germany, a German company (part Assivnees of Dr. Leo Szilard, of 16, Faradayweg, Berlin-Dahlem, Germany, of Hungarian nationality), and Dr. Leo Szilard, of 16, Faradayweg, Berlin-Dahlem, 
Germany, of Hungarian nationality, do hereby 
declare thenature of this invention and in 

tlao• ' ·""'' '' In h• l"'rfnruwol, to ho• pnrti•·tal .arh· ,J, ·,nil.,•olanola•t'<'rluiu .. d iu n1ul 
. lo\' tl11• fr-llnwin,.: :otllllt•llll'lll :-·~-· ·--!.~- - . . - . ...11•· • ~ ' 0 •• ' • ' 

what manner the same is to be performed, to be particularly described and ascertained in and by the following statement:-

. 
' .~ .. 

. , 
[ 
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PATENT SP1~CIFICi-\..'riON 

Oonrention Date ( Germanj) : l)ec. 'f 6, 1926. 282,428 
Application Date Un United Klngdoml: Dec. 16, 1927 • . No • . 34,096/21. 

. . . ' ; ~ Oomplele Accepted: Nor. 15, 1928. 

CO.MPLETE SPECIFICATION. 

Improvements relating to :U,cirigerating Apparatus •. 
1\'r., ALIIJ·J II1' ErNsn;rr;, of 5, Huherland

st.r:•sse, Hcrl_in, \V. JO, Germany, a 
cit 1 ;:en of ~1\·1 t11crlmul nncl LEo S;r,IJ ,AHD ~ I)- Jl • I I o'.. · 0, l'lllllregenten~:~tras~:~e, BcrliH-

. '· 

' 

7. .. r ; ;: . 
~ ,. . . ... . .... .... 
t~ •• ~ -: 

~ -\ l · ~ . 
' r1 ; : :.. " 

r .. ·. . .. 
v: . •. 

' . . 
·~ i ' · ~-~ ~ 

, ·.,::.,: t . 
·i ,- ~ . ~ . 
I ·.- . : ~ . 

l
l :. ~·: :··. 

(L: 

5 \ '· d mer~rlorf, fonne,rly of Faradayweg 1~~ •. l3er1In-1Jahlem, Germnuy, a Hungarian 
eit.l?.C!l, c1o hereby dedore the nature of 
th11J 1.nventiou uud in what manner the : oame _Ill { o he perform eel, to he particularly 10 1lescnbed unci ascertained in and bv the 

This invention relates to re f ri gerating ap
paratus havin g a refrigerant evaporated in the ev aporator by the introduction of a pressure 
equalising auxiliary medium thereinto and separated from said medium by the absorption of the latter and condensation of the refrigerant as 
described in British Patent Specification No. 
250,983 . ...._ _ _ _ followiull statement:-
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XoTE.- 'fhc GJIJi lirntion f or a Jlatcnt has &ccomc void. 
· Th is prin f. shows the S pecification. a-s it ~ became- open to p ublic inspect1'on. 

CoMentlon Date (Germany): Dec. 29, 7926. 282,808 
Application Date (In United Kingdom ): Dec. 29. 7 921. No. 85,207 j 21. 

Complete not Accepted . 

CO MPLETE SPECIFI CA'riON . 

Refrigerating Machines in which the Pumping of Liquid is 
Effected by Intermittently Increasing the Vapour Pressure. 

\\'o, Dr. L Eo SzrL,uw, of !)5, Prinz
n· g·entcust rasse , Dcrl in-\VilmersJ or f, Gt'r
J ll~n\· a nd P rofessor D r . ALDEltT 

E1~ :.l:E IS of Jfaucrla nllstrassc 5, Berlin , 
5 {;!'rllla rl\·' hot h German .c i ti:~,c n s , do 

lu·rehy J~cl:uc the nature ?f th is inven
tio n and in wha t ma nner the r;a m c I S to 
lh· Jll'rro nn ed , to be pa r t icula rly desc ri l.1e d 
and a~('<' r t a i n c !l in and by t.he followmg 

10 :;;tatemcnt :-... ' 
~------------~----------------
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'XOTE.-Thc aJrphcation for a P a.t_ent has uecom r; v oicl. 
Thi.~ print shows the Spe~ification as 1:t u ecam~ open to public inspecti011 

under Section 91 (3) (a) of the !lets. 

PA.TENT SPECIFICA'fl ON 
ConrentionDatelGermany): Jan. 24,7921. 284 ,222 

Application Date (in United Kingdom): Jan. 24, 7 928. No. 2268 I 28. 

Complete not Accepted. 

COMPLETE SPECJFICA'l'ION. 

Refrigerating Machine with Organic Solvent. 

\\'p , Pro fe ~so r Dr. ALBERT EI NSTEIN, of 
, ;) , ll abe rl nndstra sse, Berlin, Germany, 
nnc1 Dr. LEo SzrLAim, of 95, Prim:
r cgeut cnstrasse, Berlin - \\'ilmersdor f, 

1.) Ger many, bot.h German citizens, do 
herc·by lleclare the n ature of thi s 
i nvention nnd in what ma nner the same 
is to he per fo rmed, to be parti cularly 
Jesr r i be d nnd ascertained in and by the 

itt following sta~ement :- · 
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PATENT SPECIF C1\..'r ON 

Convention Date (Germany): July 74,1927. 293,865. 

Application Date Un United Kingdom): July 7 0, 7 928. No. 20,043 I 28. 

Complete Accepted: M a.y 30, 7 929. 

CO :\I l' L E'f E SPECIFICA 'l'ION. 

Improvements in Refrigerating Processes and Apparatus. 

l, J .Eo S ZIL.Ilw, formerly of Faraday
\\ <'g I (j , Jlerliu-Dahlem, ·but now of 
l'nnz U(•geut(·n~tra sse , D5, Berliu-\Vil
Jl l <'l'~du rJ. Gcnnauy, of liuugarian 

b nationality, on my own behalf uutl as 
.\ ~~ i gncc of ALDERT EINSTEIN, of 5, 
JiahL·rlandstrassc, Berlin, Germany, of 
(irrman nationality, do hereby declare 
the nature of this invention and in what 

10 JnannpJ· th e same is to be performed to be 
particularly describetl and ascertained 
1n a nLl _by th.~ follo.wi.ug statement:-

""'1 
- - --_... __ ....... ___ ! -· ----- ----~~-~-----_... .. __... ....... .__" ... _....._~ .. ~.....__ -_.__, - ·-- --

·-~ ··~---- i 

NoTE.-The application for u. Patent haJ 

This print shows the Specification aJ it 

' Section 'Jl (.1) (a) of the Acts. 

~ ~ 

\."'.~, . ··.-' ~~: 1::.- .. ::..., "':·-.... '? · .. ::· c-.~ ~ ,. : 
become void. •_,_ ··- · '-'c. ._, .' .:< ·, - · · t 
became open to public inspection under 

PATENT SPECIFICATION 

Convention Date (Germany): Oct. 7 7, 7 927. .2 H8, 95 0 
App!lcution DattJ (in United Kingdom): Oct. 76, 7928. No. 29,915/28. 

Complete not Accepted. 

CO:;\IPLE'l'E SPECIFICATION. 

Improvements in or relating to Electric Condensers. 

Dr. LEo Szo .. utn, o£ 95, Prinzregeuten
strasse, Berlin-'\Vilmersdorf, Germany, do 
hereby declare the nature o£ this inven
tion and in what manner the same is to 

5 be performed, to be particularly described 
and ascertained in and by the following 
statement :-
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PATENT SP 1 C F CAT 0N - ··. : . ' . , 
.,· ·. ' f 

Conrontion D• tc (Germany): Oct. 3.7 ;- I [J2J:~ :.... - ~ - • 2 9'9 , 7 8 3 -· " 
Appllc•tion Dii~ (In United .Kingdom) : Oct. 29, 1928. No. 37,364 j 28. 

Complete Accepted: Jan, 23, 1930, 

UOMPLE'l'E SPECU'I CA'J'ION . 

Improvements in and relating to Refrigerating Machines. 

I , lJ r. LEo Si\I L A HU, of 95, Pr.i11 z 
1( C". L'll t~n s tra~::;c, l.lcd .iu - W i lmcrsdorf, 
Ul'7lll all y of li un g·a1·ia u Nntiollal .i ty, do 
he reby d~t:l urc the nature of this in_ve u-

5 tiu a and in wh a t m a nner t h e sam e I S to 
be performed, to be particula rly descril_,ed 
and ascerta ined in and by the followm g 
s ta tem ent:-

I 
No. 38, 097 J 28. 

Electrodynamic Movement of Fluid Metals particularly for 
Refrigerating Machines. 

\\' e , l'ro L ALJ)Eln' EIN STEIN", of s \\'i ss 
::\ationali ty , of 5, ilabcrhlllden; tras:;e , 
Berli n , Germany , a11<l JJr. LEo Szn,A1W, 
uf Hung·aria a :Natimwlity , of 95, .Pr in zre-

i:J gcll leu s t ra ~~e , Berlin-\Vilm er sdod, Ger
JJlan_y, do hereh y decla r e th e na t u re o1 
this in Ye11 Lion fl ll(l in " ·h aL m ann er l bE 
~a m e i s to be p er formed, k be p artit:u 
larly de:; r; ribed and a scertained in a nd b:r 

iO th~ _following :; tate~en t :-
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P.·\'I'E~'r SPECIFI.CA'l'ION · 
ConYent1on Date (Germany) : Dec: .3. 1928. · 

Appl/cJticn Date (in United Alngdorn): Dec. 3, 1929: ' No;'31,004 /29. · 

Complete Accepted: March 3, 1931. · · 

C011l'LETB SPECil~ICATION~ 

Pump, especially for Refrigerating Machines. 
\\' ••• l'ruf. l>r . Ar.lll·: rn· J.!;IN~ ·n:u,.., of o, 

h :•• ••r.al•d·lru .•.•c, Hcrliu, Ucrmany, of 
~ .. ,, , ,\nllCIIlalily, unJ Dr. LEO ~Zli .,\IW, 
.,f :•.'t, l'riur. Hcgculcnfllrasse , l!l'rliu-

r, \\ llllll'r~clurf, lierlllllll,Y, Qi' lluug;u·ian 
;..,.,,,llulit~·, do hereby declare 1he nalurc 
.,: thi ., iun•ntion nrul in what manner the 
._,,nr. i~ lo 1Jo pcrl'ol'lllCll, lu be }Jariicu
lurly dr~•'fi ilccl null usccrloined in and by 

~n lur! llllio\'l'iiiH' ~tntcmcuL :~ 

PATENT SPECIFICATION 
Application Date: March 12, /934. No. 7840/34. · 440.023 

;, , july 4, 1934. No. 33540/35. 
(No. 33540j35 being divided out of Application No~ 19721 j34.) 

Application Date: Sept. 20, 1934. No. 27050/34. 

One Complete Specification Left: April 9, /935. 
(Under Sect/on /6 of tho Patents and Oos/gns Aces, /907' to /932.) 

Specification Accepted: Dec. 12,, 1.935. 

PROVISIONAL SPECIFICATION 
No. 7840 A.D. 1934. -

Improvements in or relating to the Transmutation of Chemical 
Elements 

I, LEo SziLARD, a citizen of Germany 
n nd Hungary, c f o Claremont Haynes 
& CQ., Vernon House, Bloomsbury, 
Square, London, '\V.C.l, do hereby , 

5 ~:c}!J)~~~~-~ature ~f this inve~ti: ~ b~J 

,-

br ' f 1: = 
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PATENT SP i.CIF'ICA ON 830,726 Application Date: June 28, /934. No. /9157/34. , 'July 4, 1934. No . /9721 j34. 
One Complete Specification left (under Section /6 of the Patents and Designs Acts, /907 to 1946) : April 9, /935. Speci fication Accepted: March 30 , /936 (but withheld from publication 

under Section 30 of the Pa rent and Designs Acts /907 to /932) Date of Publication: Sept. 28, /949 . 
Index at accepcance: -Class 39(iv), P(l: 2: 3x). 

PlWVISlONAT_,. SPECIFICATION No. 19167 A.D . 1934. 
Improvements in or relating to the Transmutation of Chemical Elements 

I, L1~0 SzJLAltD, a cilizcn of Germany nnrl subject of Hungary, c/o Clnremont llnyncs & Co . , o£ V crnon Jlouse, Bluomslmry Square, London, \V.C.1, do hereby 6 declare the nature of thi:; invention to be ns follows-: -'l'his invenlion h as for i ts object the production o£ radio adiYc bodies the storncre of energy through the lJroduction 10 of s~ch bodies anc1 the liber:ttion of nuc1enr en ergy for power production antl other purposes through uuc1enr t r ans-mutation. 

PATE SPEC F CAT 0 

@ 

Date of Application and filing Complete Specification: May /0 /9!1 7,571 No. 1/80 I f45 . 
' • Application made in Un ited Sta tes of America on May 8, 1944. Com plete Specification Pub lish ed : Aug. 6, 1959. (Under Section 6(1) (a) of the p t & (E tion 9 I ( 4) of the Patents ~n~n~ ~- ~ergency) Act, I 9 39 the proviso to Sec-

April 4, 1957.) eslgns cts, 1907 to 1942 became operative on 
Index at acceptance: -Class 39(4), C4B2, P2. International Classification = ~-G21. 

COM.PLETE SPECIFICATION 
Means for Testing Materials We, UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERG' - - ---

AuTHORITY, of London, a British Authorit) do h:reby declare the nature of this inventior 
5 

and ill what manner the same is to be per 
b
formed, to be. particularly described in am y the followmg statement:-The present invention relates generally tc t~e subJect of nuclear physics and more pa r· tJ.cularl~ to. means for determinin); neutror 10 ~bsorpt10~ ill graphite, or other neutron slow· 

__ !_ng mateQ_al._ 
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PA ENT SPEC F CATION 

817.751 . 
Date of Application and filing Complete Specification: Feb. /, /945. 
No. 2617/45. 
Application made in United States of America on Dec. 19, /944. 
Complete Specification Published: Aug. 6, 19 59. 

(Under Section 6 (/) (a) of the Patents &c. (Emergency) Act, 1939 the proviso to Section 91 ( 4) of the Patents and Designs A'ts, 1907 to 1946 become operative on April 4, 19 57. 

Index at acceptance:-Classes 1(3), Al (D28: G36D28); 39(4), Cl (A: B), C2(A2 :' Bl: B2: Cl: C2: F:H:J), C3(C:E:F) , C4(Al:A2:B2), CSC, Q; 82(1), I4A(2:3X:4C); 82(2), E3; and 83(2), A187. · 
International Clauification:,-B23p. C01g. C22b. C23g. G21. 

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION 

Nuclear Chain Reactions 
We, UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY 

AUTHORITY, of London, a British Authority, 
do hereby declare the nature of this inven
tion and in what manner the same is to be 5 performed, to be particularly described and 
a~ccrtained in and by the following state
ment: -

PA'l~NT SPEC FlCATlON 
DRAWINGS ATTACHED 

® 

825.521 Date of Application and filing Complete Speci{t cation May 22, /916. 
No. 15575/46. 
Application made in United States of America on N10y 29, 1945. 
Comple te Speci{lcation Published Dec. 16, 1959. 

(Under Section 12 of the Atomic Energy Act, 1946 the proviso to Section 91 (4) of the Patents and Designs Acts, 1907 to /946 became operative on April 14, /958). 
--------

Index at acceptance: - Class 3S(4), (( lA: 2A2: 2B1 : 2B3A: 2C1 : 2D: 3A: 3D: 3E: 3F: 4Al: 4B2: 4H3), Q. 
International Classification: -G21. 

COMPLETE SPECIFICATION 

Gas~Cooled Nuclear Reactor 
-< We, UNITED KINGDOM ATOMIC ENERGY 

AUTHORITY, of Lcndon, a British Authority, 
do hereby declare the nature of this invention 
and in what manner the same is to be pcr-

5 fcrmed, to be particularly described and 
ascertained in and by the following state-
ment:-
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Patented Jan. 1, 1929. 1,697,210 
UNITED STATES PATENT OFF C.E. 

LEO SZILARD, OF :BERLIN, GERMANY, ASSIGNOR TO SIEMENS-SCHUCKERTWERKE 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, OF :BERLIN-SIEMENSSTADT, GERMANY, A CORPORATION OF GERMANY. 

DISCHARGE TU:BE . 
.Applioatlon filed .April 20, 1925, Serial No. 24,575, and in Germany September 3, 192,, 

Patented June 4, 1929. 1,715,874 

UN TED STATES PATENT OFF CE. 
LEO SZILARD, OF :BERLIN-DAHLEM, GERMANY. ASSIGNOR TO BIEMENS-SCHUCKERT

WERKE GESELLSCHAFT MIT :BESCHRANKTER HAFTUNG, OF SIEMENSSTADT, NEAR :BERLIN, GERMANY, A CORPORATION OF GERMANY. 

DISCHARGE TU:BE . 
.Application filed October 28, 1925, Serial No. 65,394, and in Germany November 5, 1924. 

Patented Nov. 11, 1930 
1,781,541 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
AL:BERT EINSTEIN OF :BERLIN AN ~O~~~R~~~~G:i~sD~!~~~;oL ~xL:~R~Z~~~~~P~iA~~~~~~w;~:~~~~R~. ~~~ 

REFRIGERATION 

· • , n ermony ccember lEI, 192EI. 

Application filed December lEI, 1927, Serlnl No 240 IIEIEI and i G D Onr ln'lronf~nn ~nln#-n,.. 4-,.., 4-l..-. --'- -~ --~-=- _, ___ . ,. 
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Patented June 13, 1939 

UNITED STATES PATENT OF 
2,161,985 

PROCESS OF PRODUCING RADIO-ACTIVE 
ELEMENTS 

Leo Szilard, New York, N. Y. 

Application March 11, 1935, Serial No. 10,500 · <"' 
In Great Brita!~ March 12, 1934 , ,._ 

9 Claims. ( Cl. 204-31) 

2,161,985 

CE 

- --- ---- __ ._~..,_ ....... --..a ,..--~,..a - ,no,..ao t11ho t I r.-::af,:arrPr1 t.n In F'tll11TP. 1. ThP. tube 
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United States Patent Office 
1 

2,708,656 

NEUTRONIC REACfOR 

Eorlco Fermi, Santa Fe, N. Mex., and Leo Szilard, Chf· 
caao, IU., assignors to the United States of America 
u repruented by the United Statu Atomic Energy 
Com.misslon 

Appllc:atioa December 19, 1944, Serial No. 568,904 

a Claims. (CL 204-193) 

United States Patent Office 
1 

2,778,792 

METHOD FOR UNLOADING REACfORS 

Leo Szilard, Chicago, 111., assignor to the United Statu 
of America as represented by the United States Atomic 
Energy Commission 

Application April 19, 1946, Serial No. 663,451 

1 Claim. (CI. 204-154) 

United States Patent Office 
I 

2,796,396 

MEmOD OF INTERMITI'ENTL Y OPERATING A 
NEUTRONIC REACfOR 

Leo Szilard, Chicago, m., assignor to the United States 
of America as represented by the United States Atomic 
Energy Commission 

AppllcatJon April16, 1946, Serial No. 661,511 

2,708,656 
Patented May 17, 1955 

2,778,792 
Patented Jan. 22, 1957 

2,796,396 
Patented June 18, 1957 
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United States Patent Office 

1 

2,798,847 

METHOD OF OPERA TINe A NEVTRONic 

REACTOR 

~~ J~.nni and Leo Szilard, Chicago, Dl., assignors to 

United~~t~~~~~ ~:~·c~n::
ued by the 

AppUcatioo December l, 1952, Serial No, 323,452 

1 CJaJm. (CJ. 204-t54) 

~~0 P!~nt invention relates to the.,,_,.,., ...... ,_~ _ .. 

United States Patent Office 

1 

2,807,581 

NEUTJW NIC HEACTOR 

Enrico Fer111i, S:JIIta Fe, N. Mcx., and Leo S1.ilard, Chi

cago, Ill., assignors to the Unilcd Slates of America 

a.~ rcprcscutcd by the United State.~ Alo111k Energy 

Commission 

Application October 11, 1945, Serial No. 621,838 

2 Claims. (CI. 204-193.2) 

The present invention relates to the general , uhject of 

nuclear fission and particularly to the es tablishment of . 

<:elf-sustainina n.-nt-- -1.. -~ - .... -· · 

2,798,847 
Patented July 9, 1957 

2,807,581 

Patented Sept. 24, 1957 

2,825,689 

United States Patent Office Patented Mar. 4, 195S 

1 

1,815,689 

NEUTRONIC REACTOR AND FUEL ELEMENT 

THEREFOR 

. d Gale J. Young, Hawt~ome, I 

Leo Szilard, Cbtcago, n~:oUnited States of Amenca as 

N. Y., asslgnorths toU 'ted States Atomic Energy Com

represented by e nt 

mission 

U t1 April 15 1946 Serial No. 664,731 

App ca on • ' 

1 Claims. (CL 104-193.2) 

---- ....,._.. . ._ 



United States Patent Office 
1 

1,831,733 
HEAVY WATER MODERATED NEurRONIC 

REACTOR 
Leo Szilard, Chicago, m., assignor to the United States of 

America as represented by the United States Atomic 
Energy Commission 

Appllcation April23, 1946, Serial No. 664,145 
1 Claim. (CI. 204-193.2) 

1 United States Patent Office 
I 

1 

1,836,554 

AIR COOLED NEurRONIC REACTOR 
ED.rlco FermJ, Santa Fe, N. Mex., and Leo Szilard, Chi

caao, Ill., asslgnon to the United States of America 
as represented by the United States Atomic Energy 
Commission 

- Appllcadon May 19, 1945, Serial No. 596,465 

3 Claims. (CI. 104-193.1). 
_. - ..._ ___ -

2,832,733 
Patented Apr. 29, 1958 

2',836,554 
Patented May 27, 1958 

United States Patent Office 2,872,401 
Patented Feb. 3, 1959 

1 

1,872,401 

1ACKETED FUEL ELEMENT 
Eugene P. Wigner and Leo Szilard, Chicago, Ill., 

Edward C. Creutz, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to 
United States of America as represented by the Ur 
States Atomic Energy ·Commission 

Application May 8, 1946, Serial No. 668,110 

1 Claims. (CI. 104-193.2) 
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United States Patent Office 
.. 1 

2,886,503 

JACKETED FUEL ELE:\tENTS FOR GRAPHITE 
MOD ERA TED REACTORS 

Leo Szilard, Chicago, Ill., Eugene P. Wigner, Princeton, 
NJ., and Edward C. Creulz, Snn~ Fe, N. Mcx., nsslgn· 
ors to the United Slnles of Amcracn ns rcprcscnlcd b:r 
tho Uullcd Sillies Atomic Energy Commission 

Application February 20, 1946, Serial No. 649,080 

4 Clnirru. (Cl. 204-193.2) 

United States Patent Office 
1 

2,986,510 

MASSIVE LEAKAGE IRRADIATOR 

Eugene P. Wigner, Princeton, NJ., Leo Szilard, Chicago, 
Ill., Robert }<', Christy, Santa Fe, N. Mex., and Francis 
Lee Friedman, Chicago, Ill., assignors to the United 
States of Amulcn as represented by the United States 
Atomic Energy Commission 

Filed May 14, 1946, Ser. No. 669,524 

1 Claim. (CI. 204-193.2) 

\._ __ - :Jh;. ...:-··-- .. :-- _ _ , _ ..... - - -

United States Patent Office 
1 

3,103,475 
REACTOR 

Leo Szilard, Chicago, Ill., assi~:nor to the United States 
of America as represented by the Unlled States 
Atomic Energy Commission 

Filed Sept. 20, 1946, Ser. No. 698,334 
3 Claims. (Cl. 204-193.2) 

2,886,503 
Patented May 12, 1959 

2,986,510 
Patented May 30, 1961 

3,103,475 
Patented Sept. 10, 1963 
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DEUTSCHE S REICH 

~~~ AUSGEGEBEN 
1)~~~ AM 26. JULI1924 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

PA TENTSCHRIFT 
- Nr. 399056 -

KLASS£ 21 g GRUPPE 16 
(S 640o:J Vlllf:Jig'} 

399056 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Dahlem und ~fVI.-,3ng. Imre Patai in Budapest 
Fiir RUntgenstrahlen empfindliche Zelle. 

Pateatlert lm Deutsch en Relcbe vom 9. Oktober 1928 ab. 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICH S PATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
3.JUNll929 

PA TENTSCHRIFT 
Nr. 476812 

KLASSE 31 c GRUPPE 26 
S 72993 Vlf3r c 

Tag der Bekanutmachung tiber die Erteilwtg des Pateuts: 8. Mai 1929 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Dahlem 
Verfahren zum GieBen von Metallen in Forman unter Anwendung elektrischer Strome 

Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche vom 20. Januar 1926 ab 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
27. JULI 1929 

REIC HSPATENTAMT 

PA TENTSCHRIFT 
.N! 480 037 

KLASSE 17 c GRUPPE 3 
S 82114 f j17c 

Tag der Bekamztmaclzzmg iibet· die E rteilzmg des Patents: 4 · Juli 1929 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
Kaltespeicher 

Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche vom 9. Oktober 1927 ab 

DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
28. MARZ 1930 

PA TENTSCriRIFT 
N£ ·494810 

KLASSE 17 a GRUPPE 12 
S 86025 l j17a 

Tal( det· Bekamzlmachzmg iibet· die E t·teilung des Patents: 13. Mat"{ 1930 

Dr. Le·o Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
lntermittierend wirkende Kaltemaschine mit getrenntem Kocher und Absorber 

Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche vom 13. Juni 1928 ab 
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DEUTSC H ES REICH 

JI::~"' ~.k~ ~Jl~ 
REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM · 
6. AUGUST 1930 

PA TENTSCHRIFT 
.N! 504545 

KLASSE 21 g GRUPPE 12 
S 67727 V!Jl a j 2 1 g 

Tag de1· Bekamzlmaclumg r'iber die Hrteilrnrg des Patents: 24 .Juli 1910 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Serlin-Dahlem 
Entladungsrohre mit Steuerung des Anodenstromes 

Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche vom 13. November 1924 ab 

,-~·-- ... 1 p 0 ........ . 'if 

DEUTSCHES REICH 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
27. SEPTEMBER 1930 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

PA TENTSCHRIFT 
M 508486 

KLASSE 17a. GRUPPE 13/PJ 
S 824rV5 l/170. 

Tag de1· /Icka~mlmadumg iiber die f:"rteiluug des Paleuts: II. September IQJO 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
Kaltemaschine 

. Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche vom 1. November 1927 ab 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

. AUSGEGEBEN AM 
23. DEZEMBER 1930 

PA TENTSCHRIFT 
M 515054 

KLASSE 21 g GRUPPE 12 
S66997 Vlllaf2Ig 

Tag der Bekamztmachung z'iber die Erteilwzg des Pate11ts: 11 . De1ember 1gjo 

· Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Dahlem 
Entladungsrohre, bei welcher eine Gasentladung als- Elektronenquelle dient 

Patentlert im Deutschen Reiche vom 4. September 1924 ab 

/ ~- ~, ,...- ~,.,I. -· . 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

' ''\"AUSGEGEBEN A~ 
' . ~EZEMBER 1933 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

PATENTSCH.RI FT 
Ns. 531 581 

KLASSE 17a GRUPPE 3o" 
S 92040 lfr7a 

Tag der Bekamrtmachung fiber die Erteiluttg des Patents: .JO. Ju/i 19.31 

531581 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
I , tot I';' 

Pumpe, insbesondere zur Verdichtung von Gasen und Dltmpfen In Kltltemaschinen 

Patentlert lm Deutsch en Reiche vom 4. Junl1929 ab 
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DEUTSCHE$ REICH 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
21. SEPTEMBER 1931 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

PATENTSCHRIFT 
M 533945 

KLASSE 17 a GRUPPE 3 
S 91.304 lfr7a 

Tag' der &kan~tmachung rlber die Erter1ung d~s . Patents: .1· Sept~mber 19,11 . 

Dr. L Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 

Pump a 

- -
Patentlert lm Deutschen Reiche vom 25. Aprll1929 ab 

DEUTSC II ES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN Ar1l 
3. FEBRUAR 1932 

PATENTSCHRIFT 
N! 543 214 

KLASSE 17 a GRUPPE 3 
S 92043l/r7a 

Tal{ det· &lcamttmaclruug aber die E,·teiluug des Paleuts: 14. Jauuar rgj:J 

543214 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
Vorrichtung zur Bewegung von fli.issigen Metallen 

Patentiert lm Deutschen Reiche vom 4. Junl1929 ab 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

~~ ·~T~· 
REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
1. NOVEMBER 1933 

PATENTSCH RIFT 
.N!: 548 136 

KLASSE 17 a GRUPPE 3o~ 
s 9.5968 1/110 . 

. Tag dtr Beltannlmachung uber dit Erteilu,ng des Patents: .z~. Mar• 19J3 · 
~--:----:---___:.. ___ :_ _____ .. · .. 

. '- - ' 
Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin ~Wilmersdorf 

Kaltemaschine 

Pa~ntiert hn Deutschen Reiche vom 7.)anuar 1931 ab 
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AUSGEGEBEN AM 
27.JULll933 

PATENTSCHRIFT 
M 554959 

KLASSE 17a GRUPPE 3o.t 
S 83372 1/I 7a 

TaJ; dcr Belwnntlll acftuu~; iihcr die F.rtc ilrmg des Patc11ts : 30. Jwri 1932 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin· Wilmersdorf und Dr. Albert Einstein in Berlin 

Vorrichtung zur Bewegung von fli.issigem Metall, insbesondere zur Verdichtung 

von Gasen und Dampfen in Kaltemaschinen 

Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche vom 28. De1.ember 1927 ab 
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DEUTSCH ES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
9. DEZEMBER 1933 

PATENTSCHRIFT 
M 555 141 

KLASSE 17a GRUPPE 3-o• 
S 92042 ljr7a 

.Tag dcr flcfwm tlmacluiiiR iibcr die Ertcilwzg des Fatc11ts : JO. !u11i r932 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
( 

Vorrichtung zur Bewegung von fliissigen Metallen 

Patcnticrt im Dcutschrn Reiche vom 4· Juni 1929 ab 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

R EICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
28. JUL11933 

.PATENTSCH Rl FT 
M 555413 

!\LA SSE 17 a GRUPPE 3 o<~. 
S 88745 lfr7a 

Tag dcr !Jcf..:awttma.chwzg t'ihcr .die Ertcilung dc.r Pate11ls: 7· !tdi I932 
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Dr.Albert Einstein . in Berlin und Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf· . 
I 

Pum~e, vorzugsweise fiir Kaltemaschinen 

Patcntiert im Dcutschcn Reiche vom 4· Dezcmber 1928 ab 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

12~))\ ~~~~ 
t~ 

REICH SPATE NT A M,T 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
2. SEPTEMBER 1933 

PATENTSCH RIFT 
Nr. 556 536 

KLASSE 17 a GRUPPE 3o.~ 
S 92025 /{J7a . 

Tag der Bekamt~maclttmg iibcr die E rt eilwtg des Patents: 2 I. Juli 1932 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
Kaltemaschine 

.Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche vom 4· Juni 1929 ab 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
16. SEPTEMBER 1933 

. . , .. . 

PATENTSCH RIFT 
, . ' I ' 

- .. i> . . :: ..... -·· ' ·. ,·. ( 

Jfr. 556 535 
KLASSE 17 a GRUPPE o/or 

E 40538 1/I?a 

'· ., 

· . . 

Tag der Bekamttmacltwtg iiber d ie Ertcilwtg des Patwts : 2r. luli 1932 

Dr. Albert Einstein in Berlin und Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
Pumpe, vorzugsweise fur Kaltemaschinen 

Zusatz zum Patent 555 413 

Patentiert im Dcutschen Reiche vom 15. April 1930 ab 
Das Hauptpatent hat angefangen am 4· Dezembcr 1928. 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
13. APRIL 1933 

PATENTSCH RIFT 
M 561904 

KLASSE 17a GRUPPE 3/trf 

TaK dcr lJckannflnac/wng iibcr di<" l:'rteil1111g des Patents: 29. September 1932 

Dr. Albert Einstein in Berlin und Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin~Wilmersdorf 

Kal temaschine 

Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche Yom 15. April 1930 ab 

DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
20. SEPTEMBER 1933 

PATENTSCHRIFT 
Nr. 562 040 

KLASSE 21 d 2 GRUPPE 18ot . 
. ss5s76 viiib/2Id2 u .nJ .. tob v c ·; n32. 

Tag der Bekanntmaclt-ttng iiber die Ert eiltmg des Pate,nts : 29. September 1932 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin~Wilmersdorf und Dr. Albert Einstein in Berlin 

Elektromagnetische Vorrichtung zur Erzeugung einer oszillierenden Bewegung 

Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche vom I. Juni 1928 ab 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

· . AUSGEGEBEN AM 
. B. APRIL 1933 

. 1 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

'PATENTSCHRIFT 
M 562300 

KLASSE 17 a GRUPPE 1/tr1' 
E 40537l{J7a · · 1:... Tag dcr Bekamtlmachrmg iiber die Erteiluttg des Patents: 6. Oktober 1932 

-- ====== 
Dr. Albert Einstein in Berlin und Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 

Kaltemaschine 

. ' Patenti.crt im Deutschen Reiche vom IS· April I93Q ab ' 
. ~-. ~ ... - ;: -:.-- - .: - - :...----:::.- - ·-= ---- ---- . ----- --- ---- .. - --
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN An1 
26. OKTOBER 1932 

PATENTSCHRIFT 
M 562523 

KLASSE 17 a GRUPPE 14 
S 99398 1/r?a Tag der Bckatmlmacltrmg iiber die l~rteil!mg des Patwts: 6. Oktober 193z 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
Absperrorgan 

Patcnticrt im Deutschen Reiche vom 26. Juni 1931 ab 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN Al'tl 
1. NOVEMBER 1933 

PATENTSCH RIFT 
Nr. 562898 

KLASSE 17a GRUPPE 13.oa · 
17a S 194· 30 

Tag der Bekanntmacllung uber die Erteilu"g des Patents: I 3· Oktobcr 1932 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 

Warmei.ibertrager 

Patentiert "im Deutschen Reiche vom 10. September 1930 ab 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN Al'J 
30.MAI1933 

PATENTSCH RIFT 
Nr. 563 403 

KLASSE 17a GRUPPE !1o.J 
S 82663 l i r?a 

To;.; dcr Bekamttmaclttmg t"ibcr die Erteiluug des Patents: 20. Oktobcr 1932 

' 
Dr. Leo Szilard in Serlin-Dahlem und Dr. Albert Einstein in Berlin 

Kaltemaschine 

l'atentic-rt im Dentschen Reiche vom 1 J. November IC)27 nh 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

"~ ~1, 
REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
16. JULI1934 

.PATENTSCH RIFT 
M 564680 

KLASSE 17 a GRUPPE 3/ · 
S 95969 1/rJa It! f. 

Tag drr Bekanntmachung uber die Erteilung des Pate,Jts : 3· November 1932 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 

Kaltemaschine 

Patentiert im Deutschen Reiche vom 7· Januar 1931 ab 

DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN Ani 
4.JULI1933 

PATENTSCHRIFT 
M 565614 

KLASSE 17a GRUPPE 3o4 
E 39852 lfrJa 

Tag tier f?.:kalllllmacllllll[; iiber die F.rtcil!ing d.:.~ Pateuts: 17. Nm~tmrbcr 1932 

Dr. Albert Einstein in Berlin und Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 

Kompressor 

r'atenticrt im Dculschcn Reiche vom 1 r. September 1929 ab 
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DEUTSCHES REICH 

~~}\ 
~WJ::</~·il 
~jP;~:~ 
~l~ 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN Al'r1 
15. SEPTEMBER 1933 

PATENTSCHRIFT 
M 568680 

KLASSE 17a GRUPPE 3o4 

Tag der Beka11Jtlmaclw11g iibcr die l:rtcilwtg des l'atmts: s . Jamw.r 1933 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin~Wilmersdorf 

Stator fiir Kaltemaschinen 

' 
Patcntiert im Dcutschcn Reiche vom 7· Januar 1931 ab 

DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN Al\1 
17. MARZ 1934 

PAT-ENTSCH RIFT 
M 570959 

KLASSE 17 a GRUPPE 3o" 
S 92041 1/I?a 

Tag dcr Bckamtlmacllllng iiher die Erteiltwg des Patents : 2 . Februar 1933 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin~Wilmersdorf 

Vorrichtung zur Bewegung von fliissigem Metall 

Patcnticrt im Deutschen Reiche vom 4· Juni 1929 ab 
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-~USGEGEBEN AM 
2. AUGUST 1933 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

PATENTSCH RIFT 
N!: 581 780 

KLASSE 17a GRUPPE 3o4 
S95926 /{17a 

Tag der flcl..·ai!Himachuug iibcr die l!rtciltmg des Patntts: 13. !uti 1933 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
Kompressor, im besonderen fur Kaltemaschinen 

Patl'lltiert im Deutschrn Reiche vom J . Januar 1931 ab 

--------- -- . ------ ·-· ---~~ 

DEUTSCHES REICH 

REICHSPATENTAMT 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
29.JUNI 1933 

PATENTSCH RIFT 
Nr. 579 679 

KLASSE 21 g GRUPPE 12oa 
21 g ,\~ 717. 30 

Tag rlrr Hekalllllmacllltllg ii/Jcr die F.rtcilwtg des Patc11ts: 1 5 · fwli 1933 

Dr. Leo Szilard in Berlin-Wilmersdorf 
Entladungsrohre, bei welcher eine Gasentladung als Elektronenquelle dient 

Patenti(Tt im Deutsrhcn Rcirhc \'Om 4· Srptrmhrr 1924 ah 
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DEUT SCHES REICH 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
16. JULll934 

R EICHSPATENTAMT 

PATENTSCH RIFT 
Nr 600162 

KLASSE 42g GRUPPE 11 o1 
S 98694 IXj42 g 

Tag der Bekmwtmachung·iiber die Erteilung des Patents: 28. Ju-ni 1934 

Dr. Leo Szillard in Berlin~Wilmersdorf 
Verfahren zum elektrochemischen Aufzeichnen von Sprechstromen 

Patentiert im Deutschcn R eiche vom 17. Mai 1931 ab 

Erteilt auf Grund des Ersten Uberleitungsgesetzes vom 8. Juli 1949 
(Wi GBl. S.l75) 

DEUTSCHES PATENTAMT 
I 

JP ATE NTSCH R liFT 
Jfr. 965 522 

KLASSE 21 g GRUPPE 3701 
INTERNAT. KLASSE 1-: 05j 

S r8863 VII!cfzrg 

Dr. Leo Szilard, New York, N.Y. (V. St. A.) 

Mikroskop 

Patentiert im Gebiet der Bundesrepublik Deutschland vom 4. Juli 1931 an 
Patentanmeldung . bekanntgemacht am 20. Dezembe"i-1956--

Patenterteiiung beka.nntgemacht am 29. Mai 1957 

AUSGEGEBEN AM 
13. JUNI 1957 

Die Schutzdauer des Patents ist nach Gesetz Nr. 8 der Alliierten Hohen Kom.mission verliingert 



Tranalation of a letter from Leo Szilard to o.s. 

( Tabi" referenca 5. and 6. German Patent application• ) 

Dear ~!err Prof•s or , 

Enclot~•d I am ••nding you ''raprint•" which wUl perhap• ut111e you. 

The1e are two patent applicationa which contain the Mthoda •inc• daveloped 

by LAwrenc•. The fir1t application wa submitted before tho publication of the 

corra•oonding paper br wideroe and contains the method for tha production of fa1t 

proto • by meana of rapidly changing lectric f:!.eldl!. The ••cond apllication was 

aubmitted 1hortly afterward• and contain• the uae of a atationary gnetic field 

for winding up ,. proton beam in a 01cillat i n6 el ctric fi•ld. nilw Ttt. two 

paper• by Lawrence are of • later date, but Lawrence had, of courae, no knowledge 

of the•• unpublished applicationa. Of cour:se, tntt rll11ri t lias in the carryin~ out 

and not in the thinking out of the exper~nt•, and I am aending you the1e "reprint•" 

only to •~ble you to prais •• if nec•u ry, l:litl ~ better coneci•noe . 

Very aincerely youra, 

(ti~ned) Lao Szil~rd 

0 .S. If you wiah to look at tne application. at all, you will find that the firat 

thr•• to four pages of t e eecond application are the moat illuminating on•• · 

(TralUilation By G.W.Szil.ard, AprU 2h, 1970, for Dr. Feld.) 
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Captain R. A. Lavender 
o.s.R.D. 
1530 P Street, N. W. 
Washington, D. c. 

Dear Capta.in Lavender: 

1155 East 57th Street 
Chic ago, Illinois 
November 24 1 1943 

I am v~iting to you in order to state that I prefer to 

limit the sum which I accept to expenses which I have incurred 

in connection with these inventions, in connection with arrange

ments relating to the ir trans fer to tha Government and t o com

pensation f'or my tilm covering a certain period dur~ng which 

I worked on these inventions without a salary or other f i nancial 
. 

consideration. Of the expenses incurred I profor to recover onl'y 

that part of the expenses which represent as yet undischarged 

financial obligations toward third persons. 

In the following you will find an itemized statement: · 

During 1939 ani 1940 I spent for experiments carried 

out at Columbia University a sum exceeding $2,000. This 

was partially financed by a personal loan which I obtaim d 

for this pur,pose from Dr. Benjamin Liebowitz in the amount 

of : ~2,000. This represents an as yet undischarged obliga-

tion •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~!i2 '000. 00 

An agreement cono erning certain of my inventions ·;;:.·· <<· 1;~·. · 

was concluded with Mr. I. Adam in 1936 and this agreement was 
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versy and canceled the 1933 agreeroon t.. Out or this 

set 'cler.>ent arose an ob lieu ti on to pay ~8, 000 to Hr. G. 

October 11, 1943 from my attorney, r.:r. F. I.'>oses, amount-

ing to ~~600 or which I have already paid ·~300 leaving 

an undisch&rged obligation of • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

In oonm otion with tbe same neg:;otiation for tha 

cancellation f£ the 1936 agree1nent I have received an 

attorney bill i'rom the firm Nachtell, Manheim ancl Grou.f 

dated October 5, 1943 amounting to •• • • • • • • •• . .. 
I 

In cormction with the negotiations with tba govern-

ment I received a bill f'rom z~-:r. James P. H;J.IOO amounting to 

I started experirr..en tal work at Columbia University 

in tbe field in which the goverrunent is now interested ~ 

~~ l,!aroh l, 1939 and after that date until 

Noverr.tber 1, 1940 I did not do any other work and worked 

exclusively along this line and rece1vod no financial 

consideration from any source. As a compensation foe 

my time during those twenty months I arrive, on the basis 

300.00 

75.00 

_3/J.~ .... 

of' a monthly compensation or ,~~o "l3~ ,J ~I P tf, t5 t:J 
'Iii .;I ~. ~ at the sum or. • • • • • •• 

Total • • /!;.If( f.~ f./) . • 
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Fcbruc.. ry 6, l9G'J - . I ~ r < t ~ 

In r eviewing the p::ttent app li cations which were filed by 

Dr. L eo S z ilard one is struck by the fact that they document c;,n important 

part of the t echnica l achieveme nts of this great nl·an. I hope that the 

following few remarks will help in und erstand ing how such patent ap?li-

cations came to be filed, and provide at le (l.s t · some realiz ation of the 

extent of their scientific importance. 

To under stand Leo Szilard's int erest in patents one nJ.us t know 

the man himself. Szilard had an i nquisitive , probing mind and devoted his 

life to thinking and to spurring people i nto action. He was a man of many 

facets, somewhat abrasive in nJ.a.nne:c, unconvention a l, ind ependent in 

spirit and · action, and concerned w ith all that was h a ppening in science and 

politics and it s effect on rnank ind. 

Szilard's indep endent spirit was well suited to his role as an 

invento r . His inquisitive , brilliant mind was honed by training in both 

engineering and physics. He was no sooner expose d to a problem th a n h e 

was thinking of the solution. Szilard was once asked to state the q ualities 

of a scientist. He replied that "the creative scientist ha s much in co rnmon 

with the artist and-the poet. Logic a l thinking and an· analytical ability are 

necessary attributes of a scie ntist but they are.far fronJ. being sufficien t 

for creative work. Those insights in sci ·cnce which have led to a break-

through operate on the level of the subconscious . Scienc e would run dry 

\ 
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if a ll scientists were crank turners and if none of . thern. were dreamers." G) 
S zilard in these words de s cribe d his own capabilities and the reasons why 

he was truly a creative scientist and inventol·. 

Szilard was a man of great creativity, generally many years 

ahead of others. As ideas occurred, he would promptly write them down, 

then fold and seal the paper and 'post it to himself by mail. By this means 

he documented the dates when these ideas.occurred to hirn. These ideas 

ran the ganmt frorn simple solutions to practical everyday problems to 

cornplex theories which advanced the frontiers of science . O nly a very small 

proportion of these ideas , those which appeared to h~ve significant co m-

mercial potential, were later expanded and written in the form of pate nt 

1. . 0 app 1cat10ns. \!::./ 

Szilard 's ear liest patent applications were filed between 1923 

and ~ . . 1931. At that time he was working in Berlin and dividing his time 

betwe en the University of Berlin and the Kaiser Wilhelm Institute. While 

at the University of Berlin he was closely associated with Einstein and 

certain of the applications filed during this period listed Einstein as a 

joint inventor. 

During this period Szilard directed his · energies to working on 

problems which he believed might have commercial applic a tion , such as 

CD Excerpt from taped interview 1963. 

® List of kno\vn dis clo sures pre sently in S z il r d 1s file s is append e d . 

Q) List of all of Szilard's known p a tent applications and issued patents 
is appended. 
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n1.ercury vapor lan1ps, liquid metal purnping s ys terns, refrigeration 

systen1.s , the electron microscope , machines for accelc1·ating charged 

particles , etc. He interested several G ern1.an cornpanies, i ncluding 

Siemens and the G erman General Electric Company (AEG), in certain 

of his ideas and apparently supplemented his income by acting as a 

consultant to these companies·. 

Several of Szilard's early German patents related to noise-

les s household refrigerators which ol?erated without moving mechanical 

elements or linkages , and to liquid metal pumping systems for such 

refrigerators . (It n1.ay be i nteresting to note that Einstein collaborated 

with S zil~rd on c ertain of these developments.) As it turned out, such 

refrigerators were never co11.1.mercially utilized due to the rapid advances 

made in mechanical refrigerators wh i ch e liminated their objectionable 

nois e , the dangers f rom l eakage o f the poisonous refrigerant , and erratic 

op eration. The liquid n1.etal pmnping systems developed by S zilard are 

of particular . interest.@ While for many years there did not appear to 

be any other practical use for such pumping systems, with the advent of 

atomic energ y their need b.ecame evident (fir st to Szilar_d) and much effor-t 

has since been expended in their further development. 

In 1928 Szilard began to direct his thoughts to atomic physics. 

Di s integratio n of the aton1 requi red higher energies than were available 

"@ See, fo r example , G erm.an Patent No . 476,812. 
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up to that tim.e . He therefore considered ways to accelerate particles 

to high speeds and this led to his developrnent of the basic principles 

und-=rlying the linear accelerator and the c yclotron. He documented these 

c oncepts in the form of patent applications which were filed in the German 

P atent Office. The application relating to the linear accelerator was filed 

o n D ecember 17 , 1928 (Application No . S 89028 VI / 40c) ® and the appli ·-

c ation relating to the cyclotron was filed a few weeks later on January 5 , 

19 29 (Application No. S 8 9288 VIIIa/21g). ® His cyclotron application 

(which appears to predate the work of Lavvrence ) contains a description 

o f the basic pr inciples of the cyclotron i nc l uding a discussion of the stability 

of the orbit brought about by having the magnetic fie l d decrease in strength 

with i ncreasing radius . Unfortunately , i t appears that the existence_ of 

these applications (which were never issued into patents ) was not known by 

o ther scientists working in.this field. and apparently did not i'nfluence the 

l ater development of the c yclotron and linear accelerator . 

In 1933 S zilard m.oved to London and his interest remained focused 

m the area of atomic physics and its potentialities . In 19 34 and 19 35 he 

c ollaborated with T . A . Chalmers in experiments on ind.uced radio~activity 

which were carried out in the Physics Department of the Medical. Coll ege 

associated with St. Bartholomew's Ho s pital. In 1935 he obtained a fellowship 

at the C larendon Laboratory at Oxford and continued with his work in the area 

of induced radioactivity . 

@ @ Reproduced i n Appendix 
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During this p eriod he considered the possible consequences 

of filing basic patents in the aton1ic field. From his prior experience 

in the area of patents he recognized that one cotild obtain a patent without 

actually testing or proving the validity or operability of the system being 

patented. He saw the possibility o.f filing pat~nt app lications in the area 

of aton1ic physics which might dominate future developrnents in this area. 

He futher felt that such patents 1night be ex ploited so as to provide a 

source of income disproportionate to the technical contribution involved. 

After careful consideration he arrived at a unique solution to his problem. 

He decided that patents in the area of atomic physics should be turn e d over 

to a nonprofit research corporation, and the income therefro1n should be 

us eel for further research. 

Sz ila.rd' s thoughts on this · subject are contained in letters to 

Drs. 
. (j) 

Fermi and Segre in 1936. 

Several applications which he filed in Great Britain during this 

period are worth special mention. 

In the beginni ng of 1934 Szilard again considered ways of 

accelerating particles and on 21 February 1934 h e filed a p a tent application 

in the British Patent Office (.Application No . 5'730) ® entitled "Asynchronous 

and Synch~onous Transfonners for Particles. 11 This application describes 

(!) Pertinent portions of this correspondence are reproduced in the Appendix. 

@ Reproduced in. Appendix 
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the pr inciple of operating an acce l erator in which the frequency of the 

acc e l erating voltage i ncreases with time . It exp l ains the principle of 

phase stability bringing about the v ariation of frequency. Again it i s 

unfortuna t e that this application did not issue into a patent or come to 

the attention of tho se working with cyclo tr ons . since sorne ten years l ate r 

these same principles were apparently ind ependentl y r e disc overed and 

utilized 111 completely revolutionizing the design of the cyclotron. 

Ano the r application entitled 11Irnprovements i n or Relating 

to th e Transrnuta tion of Chemical Elemer.ts 11 was originally filed on 

Marc h 12, 1934 (Application No. 7840 ). ® This application , whi c h issued 

into Patent No. 440, 02 3, ·@ origina lly inc lud ed three inv entions , the 

generat ion of r adioactive elem.ents by mean.s of neutrons, the co ncept o f 

a nuclear cha in reaction , and the chemical separation of r adioactive elements 

from non -r ad ioactiv e i sotopes . Thi s separation m.ethod wa s l ater experi-

m entally d emonstr·ated (in collaboration w ith T . A. Chalmers ) in the case 

of Iodine, by separating Iodine from Ethyliodine, a nd w as r eported in 

N ature, Vol. 134 , S eptemb.er 22, 1934 . This method has b e come generally 

known as the S zilard- C halmers method or reaction . · 
~v'-~"- 1· A__,· s '' ~v<-~-r,'---> ·c:.l;· ~v~.- -f / c£-.t. ' f a_ 

(
. . S~bs e qu ~ntl y ,A fe-:1:'-::.:..e_:a.-~:w·n-s &f-na-t.i.o-~:ia-1-:S-~c-u-r-i-ty, Szilard d i yid ed J..A-·u-c1U0"t. e.- w~ )U.~ (/_ "'- ML.£-L /-1L /vL~Lc £0 ~ v/- C-0/ <..-<.. k /Ll--aR-OL /vG £e_/ fo-L-p 
out that p art of the application which related to the nu_clea r chain reactio n Vt CkJ.... 

0) Reproduced in Appendix 

@ Reproduced in Appendix 

J!x-~n-C '-'~ 1· 
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and incorporated it in modified form into a l ate r filed application which /L-<.... 
, :; . . ('-, r· [· f 1-1 - • ~ ' . r -1 ·/1 _ tJ. .. r -{· .,~. -<-· v c L. lA- -v"'-f. -~ A. L- J (,..... (._._..{ (._.. { /•~ &(_..(__ ._, ~ 

,., ........ ~-l-a-e-e-d-u>rcl·e ... --a- ·s e c-r e c·y-,.o..r.rle . ' . ' 

Ii: is worth noting tha t the following prophetic passage w a s 

includ e d in Patent Application 784 0 as filed i n March 19 34 : 

11 (a) Pur e neutron chains, in which the links of the cha in ' 

are forrned by ne utr.ons of the mass number l, alone. Such 

chains are only possible 1n the presence of a metastable: element . 

A metastable e lement is a n element the m ass of which (packing 

fr action) is sufficiently high to a llow i ts disinteg ration i nto its _ 

parts u nder libe1·ation of energy. Elements l ike uranium and 

thorium -are examples of such metastable e l ements; these two 

el.ements r e v eal their metas t able n atu re by emitting alpha p a rticles. 

O ther e l ements may be metastabl e without reveali ng their natu re 

. h' . II 0 1n t 1s w a y. ~ 

The aforeme ntion e'd app lic ation , 
k /JL(U ~I.A.- (& .J-- Q../ ll-<-~( /;; 

which w-a-s-p--1-a-e-e·el-trrrd-e--~ U u... ~- i,· cH"--' A oLuA.__./)1. a-f. i ; 
-·~:r.-6-e-r , was orig i nally filed on Jun e 28, 19 31 (A ppli c ation No ~ 191 5 7). 

This application, which .l ater i ssued as Patent No. · 630, 726, @ was p a rticu-

larly dir ected to the idea of the nucle a r cha in reaction in which more than 

QJ) A related Uni ted States p atent a pplication Serial No. 10,5 00 was 
filed on lviarch 11, 1935. O nce again , i n order to prevent the 
pub lic ation of i nformation tha t might h ave important military con
s equenc es , h e delet e d ~hat portion which r elate d t o the nuclear 
c hain r eaction including'quoted pass age . The expurgated application ~~ A . lat er i ssued u:u-d ·.-:t= U.S. Patent No . 2, 161, 985. · 

@ Reproduc ed in Appendix 
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on e neutron is emitted per neutron absor b ed . This application was 

originally assigned to the B_2:.itish Navy in 19 36 (fo r reasons set forth f1 41~ ltJGA ... hA lr./o.J\._1! f 
below). (:it was J:a:t~w reas s1gned to Szilard and the Patent Specification 

was fin a lly published in September , 1949 . 

The genesis of this application co;e ring the chain re ac tio n 

is described by Szilard in material that h e wrote for lafer use. It is 

quo ted here because of th e insight it gives i nto the creative rnind of L e o 

S z ila rd . 

0 11 In t he Fall of 19 33, I found myself in London. I kept 

myself busy t 1·ying to find po s i tions fo r Germa n colleagues who 

lo st their univ ersity positions , with the advent of the Naz i regime. 

O ne morning I re ad in the newspapers about the Annua l Meeting of 

·the British Associat ion whe re Lo>:d Rutherford was reported to 

have said that whoever talks about the liberati on · of atomic energy 

o n an indus t r i a l scal e i s t a l king moonshine . Pronouncements of 

exp e rt s to the effect that something cannot be d one have a lways 

irritated me. That day as I was walki ng down Southhampton Row 

and was stopped for a traffic light , I was pondering-whether Lord 

Rutherford might not prove to b e wrong . As the l ight changed to 

green and I cro ssed th e street , it suddenly occurred to me that if 

we could find an element which i s split by neutrons and which would 
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enJ.it two neutrons when it absorbed one neutron, such an element , 

if assembled in sufficiently l arge mass , could sustain a nucled.r 

chain reaction, liberate energy on an industrial scale and construct 

ato1nic bomb s . The thought that this might be possible became an 

obsess ion with me . It led me to go into nuclear physics, ·a field 

in which I had not worked before, and the thought stayed with me 

even though m .y first hunches i n this regard turned out to be wrong. 

111 had one candidate for an elenJ.ent which might b e unstable 

in the sense of enJ.itting neutrons when it disintegrates, and that 

was beryllium. As it turned out later, berylliurn cannot sustain 

a chain re a ction and it is, in fact , stabl e. · What was wrong was 

that the published mass of helium was wrong . T his was l ater dis

covered by Bethe and it was a. very important discovery for all of 

us because we did not know where to begin to do nuc l ear physics 

if there could be an element which shoul d disintegrate, but doesn ' t. 

11 In the Spring of 19 34 I applied for a p atent whi ch descr-ib e d 

the l aws governing such a cha in reaction. It was the first time, 

I think , that the concept of critical mass was d eveloped and that 

a cha in reaction was seriously discussed. Knowing what this would 

mean -- and I knew it b ecause I had read H. G. Wells -- I did not 

want this patent to b ec ome public .. ·The only way to keep it fr01n the 

public was to assign it to the Government . So I assigned. this p atent 

to th e British Admiralty. 11 
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Szilard came to America i n J anu ary 19 38 . He was still 

intrigued with the possibility of a cha in re a ction and co ntinued to look 

for elernents which rnight be useful for thi s purpo se . I n Januar y 1939 

he l earned of the discovery of the fission of uranium. Because of his 

prior thinking with respect to a chain reaction, he immediate ly thought 

of the possibility that neutrons might be emitted in the fission process 

and that this process might sustain a chain reaction. All his energies 

w ere now directed towar d this single goal. 

S zilard ' s first action was to prepare a new p atent appl ication 

covering ur a nium as a neutron source for the production of radioactive 

elements and as a means of producing power by using a sufficient amount 

of ur anium to provide a chain reaction. This p atent applic ation was _filed 

in the United Sta te s Patent O ffice on March 20, 19 39 , S er ial No . 2 63 , 0 l 7. 

I . . Szilard was able to file this application so quickly because it incorpo rated 

mtich of the work conta i ned in his prior British patent applic ation o n a chain 

reaction . This United States application was subsequently abandoned in 

1941 . The avai l a ble reco rds are not entire ly clear as to the circumsta nces 

for this abandonment. There are indications from correspo ndence with his 

p a t ent attorneys that h e intended to file a n updated patent application which 

incorporated the substance of this p atent application b efore it was abandoned . 

It is not cl ear why thi s upd a ted application was not filed . 

. Q3J Reproduced i n Appendix 

.. ·-------· ... ~~--
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Szilard played a central role i.n the historical de;velopment 

of atornic energy in the United States. He persuaded scientific colleagues 

·to withhold the publication of their papers on nuclear fission in order to 

keep information from the German scientists, and was the "ghost writer" 

of the Einstein letter to Roosevelt which initiated the atomic bomb project. 

Between early 1939 and November 1940 Szilard was not ·directly affiliated 

with any University or other organization. When he was not attending 

scientific meetings or visiting scientific friends such as Fermi, Wigner, 

·_Teller, etc . . , he could be found working at the Kings Crown Hotel in N ew 

York. During this period he was granted guest privileges in the Physics 

Department of Colmnbia University where he carried out certain fission 

experiments in collaboration with Walter Zinn who had built equipment which 

was suitable for this purpose. In February 194 0 Szilard wrote an important 

paper covering a chain reaction using a uranimn-carbon system. This 

paper was originally intend e d for publication in the Physical Review, but 

was withheld from publication at his request. In November 194 0 Szilard 

went on the payroll of Columbia University which had just received a 

contract fr01n the Government to explore the po ss ibility -of setting up a 

chain reaction. From this point until the end of the war Szilard was 

associated with the Government-sponso:red atomic bo2nb program., later 

referred to as the Manhattan project. 
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In February 1942 Szilard l eft Colum.bia U niversity to join 

a small group which was then being asse1nb led at the University of 

Chicago to direct the effort toward the construction of a controlled chain 

reaction . The Chicago branch of the Manhattan Project was known as the 

Metallurgical Laboratory. Immediately following the a~tual demonstration 

of a controlled chain reaction in Chic ago on Dec ember 2, 1942, Szilard was 

i nfonned that the project desired to file patent applicat ions on inventions 

relating to the chain reaction. 
. Qo-I', C..Q..-'-..Ao"''~ 

After l engthy discussion and negotiation c-::oz>;_ 

thes term.s and ~.:.:_--:- ·--:=!~~ conditions of his continuation on the project, Szilard 

\\..5 finally assigned to the Govermnent the patent rights to inventions on the 
;... 

chain re action made prior to his employment by the Go ve rnn1ent on November 
. H~ . bYi. 

1, 1940oJ\r eceJ.vL2.-gthe sumof$ 1 :),417 . 60,~ an (lmount equal to th~ expenses 
which he incurred in connection \\1i th these inventions , in connection with 
arrangements r e l at in g to their transfer to th e Government , and to compensate 
him for the time during whic11 he v;orked on these inventions without a sa l ary 
or oth er fin ancia l consideration . 

S zilard rernained at the Metallurgical Laboratory until the 

end of World War II. His many contributions to the proj ect are attested to 

by the nmnerous patent applications which were filed by the Government 1n 

his name. Of th ese q.pp lications the most notable is the basic application 

covering a graphite - moderated nuclear reactor, which listed Fermi and . . . @ 
Szilard as co- inventors and is sued as Patent No. 2, 708, 65 6 on May 17, 195 5 . 

After the war Szilard turned his attention to biophysical problems. 

He beca1ne a P1·ofessor of Biophysics at the University of_ Chic ago , and, 
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although he was seldom in residence , he rema i ned on the University staff 

until his retirement in 1963. Szilard then accepted a po s ition as a resident 

fellow at the Salk Institute for Biological Studies. i n La Jolla , Califo rnia . 

He rn.oved to C alifornia and in the l ast few months of his life plunged in t o 

work with renewed energy. 
' · 

Despite the frustrations from his past efforts Szila rd' s 

optimism. in the value of patents remained. unabated . He filed at l east two 

patent applications in the United States Patent O ffi ce in the post-war per io d . 

Application S erial No. 264 , 263 was filed on D ecember 29, 19 5 1, for a 

"Proces s for Producing Microbial Metabolites , 11 and· Application S er ial 

No. 320,816 was filed (jointly with A. Novick) on November 15, 195 2 , for 
(!, 

"Caq~ne -Contai ning Products and Method of Their Preparation . rr· Both 

of these applications were l ater abandoned. 

I should like to conclude with my own feeling of regret for the 

fact that L eo Szilard was never adequate l y c om.pensated for his many 

contributions to the world. This i s the purpose for which the patE:nt system 

was d esigned. However , as se en i n the case of Szilard, the system is 

clearly inadequate in the c ase of a visionary who i s m any years ahead of 

his t ime . 

J. Tabin 
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c/o Clnrenrton Laboratory, 
Parks Road, 

'/ I~ 
I 

OXFOP..D. 

14th April, 1936. 

Sir, 

You might remember that I m~ntioned to yo~ some two yeare 

ago J~atent~ concerning 11ra.ot1cr-.l. apJ;Jlioa.tiona ot nuclear Physics, 

tor which I have RPI>lied. Rishtly or wrongly, I tho~ght ~t ~at 

time that if l)~eioiets take out fH1oh patents in the ca11aoity of 

aelf•aJ)J;>Ointed trustees, they may kee.v open t.he door tor a 

dieintereoted att&Qpt on the part ot aoientist& to exert aome 

meneure of control" over this t~ield. 

None of ~lo ~ractical apDlicationa are ao yet auffioiently 

important or dangerous tor ecienti~te to concern themselves about 

them. Yay I howevEJr 6tate that the patent tor the vroduction ot 

radio-active . elements by means or neutrons has now been accep~ed , 

and that this patent (which must not be considered in any w~ -

exue~t in fo1~ - ae my personal pruperty) is at any time at the 

dis posal of those l)hyoioiata who are pioneers of this field, in 

case they wis.ll t '> concern thema6lves with the proper administration 

of such patente. 

Tne matter ie r1ardly of sufficient importanco at present to 

Ju~tify ~ ap~roaching you about it. Even at ~reeent,though, 

such patents mieht be ue t~ d for ra.isine 1'und.s tor research .r,url)osea, 

and since 1 t .. wol.lld be hardly riGht for me to act alon6 this line 

as a self•aj,)J;~Ointed tru.e tee, I wa:a thinkine o1' aekins perhaps 

Chadwick, Oockcroft or Fermi it two of them would be willing 

· Jointly to ~eciae any ieeue wr.ioh rui&}lt a.riee in oonnection with 

thie matt~r, and to decide about the "ee ot ~ t~de whioh 

might arisff .. from ~. t, .: , . 
''t ·, 

I 

If. for $.ny:: reaeon. thie couree of action a.vllea.rlll to you to 
' 
' 

be wrong, , I i' qh9uld very muoll a.;o:vrecia.te your letting me know any 

round, the trivial objection~-~ \. : If ·no ea.tisfaotory solution can be 
,// . •, . 

. J . . 

remedy of v~th~raw1ng these · patente remaino open at any time. 
. . . . \ 

,' ' i ' : .. ·:-<< . 
) ,• !; ' 

:. '\'! 
I ' 

) I 

Yours very truly, 

:· 
I,.; 

' \. 
? ' .. 

} 
/, 

I 

7( 

. ' 
..; 

.' 

I 
I . 
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A DSTEl lrE REU 

REIC SPATE T A i ln o:~w na ilcir:!sa. ~-c· vti.iJ~· g0 

Auskunfts ste lle Pat/ m,;I. ............ ...... .. : ............. W ... 1/ ... 728 - W/ Gt .-
Gesch.- Z .. 
(Angabe bei Antwort erbeten) · 
lhr Zeichen: 

Madame 

3G. Jc:;.li ~965 
~ Bel' ·fl 6"' , den 278 

Gitschiner Sfr. 97 - 103 Fernspreche : 61 03 61 App. 
Fernschreiber: 0 1 83 604 d!patamtdst bin 
Pos'scheckko nfo : B ilin West Nr. 70 fur 
Kasse der T reuhnndstelle ichspatentamt 

Dr. Gertrud Weiss Szila~ i'IT ...Ra nkkon{·o: Landeszentralban in B rl ' , Giro onto • .~.U • .l..J". r. 1/1542 

Del Charro 

- 2380 Torrey Pines Road -
La Jolla /C ali f ornia 92038 

Bet r.: Profes s or Dr. : a o Szi l ard 
Vorg .: Ihre Schreiben ·rom 15 . 6. '.:. 2 ~-. r(. ·. 9 ~5 

- Unser Schreiben vom 8 . 7. 965 -

Sehr geehrte Frau Dokto :;..~ '.IE: iss - Szilard! 

Auf den Namen 

Dr. Leo Szilard, B2rlin-Da_ie~ 

bzw. Berli n - '.filme:r-sdorf 9 bzw. :.::,o :_do:1 9 

wurden in dem Zeitrau~ von 1920 bis 8.5.1945 die fo:~an~en deut
schen Sc hutzrechte ermi··tel t: 

1. Pate n t e : 

Pate nt - Nr. Kl. / Gr.: 

562 300/17a 9 1/01 

? 533 945/17a, 3/02 

3 531 551 /17a,3/04 

~ 543 21 /17a,3/04 

v o m: 

15 . 4. 30 K~_teraschine 3e ~:in 
I!"lhc:<ber: Dr. _•_::_·J "":.~t -:...,tei:·/ 
und ~Leo Szi:~~d, ~~ ~lin
';/i _mersdorf 

4 . 6. 29 P~~~a, i~sbeso~d6 ~e ~~~ 7a~
C.ic r_·:; ,_mg von Gc.se: v.:-.d Dar..:~:en 
in zt:.:::.te::J.asc'~ine::l 

4 . 6. 29 ··o::."::." ~.c ~·-·c-:.:n~ zu~ .u3i'Tegung vo~ 
fl~- _;en ~etallen 

2 



Patente-Nr.Kl./Gr.: 

~ 548 136 / 17a, 3/04 

(p 554 959/17a, 3/04 

7 555 141 

y 555 413 

~ 5?6 535 

f 556 536 

,. 561 904 

563 403 

(. 564 680 

11 565 614 

If 568 680 

570 959 

581 780 

It 

" 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

II 

It 

II 

(l 494 8 10/17a, 12 

It 

" 

II 

" 
II 

" 

II 

II 

" 
II 

II 

·- 2 -

v o m: nezeich~urrg: 

7 . 1. 31 Kaltemaschi· e 

28 .1 2. 27 Vorrichtung zur 5e~eeung von fltissig~ 
~etall. insbesondere z~r Verdich~ung 
von Cascn und ~ampfen in Kdlte
!:lasch::.nen 
Inh&oor: Dr. Leo Szilard , 3erlin- · ·~il 
rle rsdorf u n d. 
:Jr • .. qbcrt :3instei::l, Be rlin 

4 . 6. 29 Vorrichtu~c zur Bewegung vo::1 fl~ss i
gen i:'.:.-,-t a l len 

4 .1 2. 28 ?c.: :::;e vorzu~swc .:. se f''.r Kaltertaschi -
ne~1 

ULl 
~r.Alb e r t ~inste ::. n, ~e~:~n 
Lr. le o Sz ilard, S~r li~
·:li l nE: rs d orf' 

15. 4. 30 ?tcLtP'~ 5 vorzu;si'Jcise Ur Kal temaschi-

Inhr..:b "T: Viie vor 
- Zusatz zum Fate:'n 555 41 3 -

4. 6. 29 K&ltewasc~i!e 

15 . 4 . 30 Kt~teraschi . e 
I nhaoer: Dr. ). l_b cr- -c . .:inste in, B"'r _in 
una Dr. Leo Szilard 9 Bcrlin

-.. 'i _:rr:e;rsdor .:. 

13.11. 27 Kalten sc .ine 
IrJ::a'Je~": ·wie vor 

7. 1. 31 K~lteGaschine 

11 . 9. 29 Kompressor 
~.::.habe r : :Jr ~ lbert -: ::_~'lste in . i3er lin 
~na ______ ~r Leo Szilard ,~er lin-

c:.'i l :.1e rsd or.: 

7 . 1. 31 :_;tat er i"'r Ka lte rr.asc • .:.:t1er.. 

4 . 6, 29 Vo~richtu~~ ~ur Bevegung vo~ fltissi 
ge ~ 1.:e t s_ :_ ~ 

3 . 1 . 31 [O:'ll>:r8s:-:o~c, ie bGsor..de~_~er_ .: ·;: -. = :~~--t e 
masc hiner.. 

13 . 6 . 28 I rJ. -:; c :..,~it tie r·a :-... ~ v.; ir~:e~:1de :,:t __ lte:-::c. 
schine r.'.i t ge-:rennter.J. _:ocl':er u.nd 
Absorber 

- 3 1. 2 -



Patent-Nr. Kl. :7Gr. : 

If 508 486/17a, 13/03 

2.0 562 898/17a, 13/03 

t( 562 523 II 14 
' 

7' 480 037/17c,3/1 1 

562 040 /21d 1 , 22 

- 3 -

v 0 

1 • 11 • 

10 . 9. 

26 . 6. 

9 . 10. 

1 . 6. 

I:'' L • 

27 

30 

3 1 

27 

28 

.,~--.--,~~--:~ ,.., . 
~ ... c Z · l C •••. U.1 "-'. 

Kalter:J.c:.sc~i:ne 

L s ~:::e r~o::... t;an 

K:il te s pe icte r 

=lcktronas~etiscte Vor~ic~tung zur 
~rzeu~un8 eirre~ oszill~e~e~den 
Ee':iGcung 
In.":ao2r-: D~. Leo Szi ~~d, 3e~!in

::i ::_ ".ersdo:~f 
~r. ~lbert 2i~stein, 
:Gerli 

~ 504 545/21 g, 12/03 13. 11 . 24- ~~~lad~n;s~5~re ~it Steuerun5 des 
.t~nodenat:ror: es --

oo'f 
z. v 515 o511121 g, 12103 4 . 9 . 2 ~'- ~~t -a~un0s~5hre, uei ~e cte~ eine 

Gase~tladung a a ~lektronenquelle 
dient 

579 679/21g, 12/03 4 . 9. 24 

399 056/21g, 18/02 9. 10 . 23 

476 81 2/31c, 26/01 20 .1. 26 

600 162/42g, 11/01 17.5. 3 1 

2. bekanntgemachte Patent a · ~eldungen 

:,. tladungsroh:c2 be i uelcher ei:-:.e 
G&se~tladung als ~ -eKtro:ne~auel _e 
die::.·-

Ptir ~bntgenst~~~~en e~pfi1~liche 
Z2 ....... _ c 

~r. ~eo Szi ~ ~rd, nerlin
~s~~ler:.: 

ur:.d ::::i~)l. -I:r . .;. _:::::.::-e Pa-'-ai, 
3uC.2.pest 

Ver:at.::·on zu:1 G..:.e 3en vo::o. ::et.:::.l en 
i n ::s'or:::.e:'l u::1ter - -~1.\:e::. '·v:ng e le kt:::..· i 
scher Strb::J.e 

Verfa'.~.ren zum c le~:troc~.2nisch n 
Aufze ich1en v on ~J:rechstro _en 

S 89 172 der Klasse 21 g, Gruppe 21 von 24 .' 2. 1928 
Bez.: " Vc~ rfa ren zur :Seschleunl/; :1.g c~es Zerfc:.ll schve.ch 
akti ver oder radi oakt ivcr Subst<:..:t:.ze::-~ 11 

- bekannt gemac1t: 28 . 4 . 1932 -
-zurtickgez ogen : 3.11.1 932 -

S 99 399 der Kl <:..ss e 4 2 k, Grupne 30/01 vo:: 25.6.193 
Bez.: " J inri cht ung zur D::.ch-cig~tel-::s)::. --~· .. g vo . _L:ft 
dicht[zu verse .lieBcnden :·.pparatcn, i:::.s'.:,~._,o:"lde-~e von 
Kalte maschine :r.. mit dtinnwc..ndiger ..... BehEil -c~:.-rE" 
- bekan~t gemac ht; 16.3.1 933-
-zuruc~gezogen: 6 . 4 .1 933 -

Anme l de r: leo Szilard, Lo ndon 



• 

.. 
s 105 894 

- L1- -

der Klasse 17a, Gruppc 9/01 vo~ 19.8.1S32 
Be z. : " In-~crni ttierenc"i ri::_r~:::en.:::.e ;,tsor)-t:_on.s 
ka.l ternasc hine 11 

- bekannt ger o.cht: 1G.10. 193/t- -
- zurlickgezogen: 14.2.1935-

3. eingetragene Gebr auchsJ:;.uste r: 

nicht ermittelt. 

Unt erlagen sind hi er in gr~Bere CKfa.ge Loc~ ~:s 8.5 . 1945 vor 
handen. 

Bekanntmachunge n von Pate ntan..":'.e l C. -u.n;c::. 1:iurde::;. j oc,och nu_ bis 
30.9.1943 ve r~ffentlicht . 

Diese Aus kunft wird ohne GevJiihr fi.ir Vollstiin.diz;::c::..":; ertci ::.. t. 

Von den genannten Patentschriftcn k~nnen :Sr cke:-:e~':'l)lare zu:w 
Freise von je 1,30 DM bzw. - falls vergriffen - ~~lichtunge _ 

zum Freise von 0, 60 DM je .:>e ite vo1:. unserer Lie~-;:;- i ::...dste lle be 

zogen werden. 

Ho cha.c.:r..-~u:r..;._ vo ll 
I r. ,ct:.I·"cr:J.ce 

·{n~;~lihrenrechnung ~/:1}.~£<'<?4~ ~r~s. ts ch rv<-
PSo Die in Ihrem Schreib . VOID 15o6.1965 erwahnte~ ?ate~tan~eldun

gen S 89o028 be zwo S 89 .288 konnten hier nic t ermitte _t wer
den9 des gleichen die Anmeldung vo 5o11.1924 ( ~at_ odenr~hrc)o 
Bei der Patentanmel dung vom 27.12.1927 elektrodyna :sche Be
wegung von fli.iss igen Me tallen) dlirfte es sic' u~ das a se~
te 2 unserer Aufs tellung erwahnte Patent 554 o959 1 7ap 3/04~ 
handelno D.Oo 

L u f t p o s t 
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